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Recent revisions to the AASHTO Construction Specifications permit the specification of ASTM
A1035 reinforcing steel. A1035 reinforcing bars are low carbon, chromium steel bars
characterized by a high tensile strength (100 or 120 ksi) and a stress-strain relationship having no
yield plateau. Because of their high chromium content, A1035 bars are reported to have superior
corrosion resistance when compared to conventional reinforcing steel grades. For this reason,
designers have specified A1035 as a direct, one-to-one, replacement for conventional reinforcing
steel as an alternative to stainless steel or epoxy-coated bars. The AASHTO LRFD Design
Specifications, however, limit the yield strength of reinforcing steel to 75 ksi for most
applications. Therefore, although A1035 steel is being specified for its corrosion resistance, its
higher yield strength cannot be utilized.
The objective of this research is to evaluate existing AASHTO LRFD Design
Specifications to determine their applicability when using high strength ASTM A1035
reinforcing bars in reinforced concrete structures. The study encompasses material testing and
characterization, detailed analytical studies, component tests, and full-scale member testing. The
analytical and experimental research program investigates ultimate strength and service behavior
and detailing of members designed with high-strength reinforcement. Specifically, the topics
addressed are: a) experimental evaluation of hooked bar development length of high-strength
reinforcement; b) experimental evaluation of the fatigue performance of members reinforced
iv

with high-strength reinforcement; and c) parametric evaluation of serviceability and crack
opening in flexural members, comparing the results with available experimental results.
The applicability of current Specification requirements for hooked bar development
lengths was confirmed through a series of pull-out tests having development lengths that were
shorter than those required by present Specifications equations. Tests resulted in bar rupture
outside of the anchorage region with very little slip clearly indicating the efficacy of the hooked
bar development requirements in Specifications. It is recommended that such anchorage regions
be provided with cover and confining reinforcement – based on current design requirements –
when high-strength bars are used. The presence of confining reinforcement effectively mitigates
potential splitting failures and results in suitably conservative anchorage capacities.
Two large-scale proof tests conducted as part of this study and a review of available
published data demonstrate that presently accepted values for the fatigue or ‘endurance’ limit for
reinforcing steel are applicable and likely conservative, when applied to higher strength bars.
Additionally, it is shown that fatigue considerations will rarely affect the design of typical
reinforced concrete members having fy ≤ 100 ksi.
The extension of present AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specifications for hooked bar
anchorage and fatigue to permit reinforcing bar yield strengths not exceeding 100 ksi was
validated for concrete strengths up to 10 ksi.
A fundamental issue in using A1035 or any other high-strength reinforcing steel is that
the stress at service load is expected to be greater than when conventional steel is used.
Consequently, the service-load reinforcing strains are greater, affecting deflection and crack
widths. Based on the results of available flexural test, deflections and crack widths at service
load levels were evaluated. Both metrics of serviceability were found to be within presently
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accepted limits, and were predictable using current Specifications provisions. A limitation on
service-level stresses of fs ≤ 60 ksi is recommended.
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NOMENCLATURE

a

length of shear span, 102 in. in all cases;

A

Ae/n, is the area of concrete in tension surrounding each bar;

Ab

the area of the bar;

Ae

the area of concrete having the same centroid as the n reinforcing bar;

As

Ae/n, is the effective area of concrete surrounding each bar;

cc

clear concrete cover for reinforcement nearest the tension face;

d

effective depth of beam;

d*

controlling cover distance (shown in Figure 5.6);

db

diameter of the bar;

dc

distance from tension face to centroid of nearest reinforcing bar;

E

elastic modulus;

fc’

the concrete compressive strength;

fcr
fh

the cracking stress of concrete usually expressed as a scalar multiple of �𝑓𝑐 ′;

fmin,ff

algebraic minimum and maximum stress level (compression negative);

fs

steel stress calculated by elastic cracked section analysis;

fss

service level stress in the steel reinforcement;

fu

Ultimate steel stress;

fy

yield strength of steel;

h

overall depth of beam;

h1

(1-k)d;

the bar stress which cannot be greater than the yield strength of the bar fy;

xv

h2

h-kd;

I

moment of inertia of the section;

Ig

moment of inertia of gross concrete section;

K

a factor depending on the degree of fixity of the supports (page 89);

K

constant (page 62);

K

distance from neutral axis to compression face divided by effective depth of beam
(page

113);

L

clear span length;

l'

the greater of 4db or 4 in.;

ldh

the development length for a hooked bar;

m

an empirically derived exponent;

m

stress exponent;

M

the applied moment;

Ma

is the applied moment at which deflections are calculated (Ma > Mcr);

Mcr

cracking moment;

N

Es/Ec modular ratio (page 92);

n

number of bars in concrete area effectively subjected to uniform tension, Ae (page
107);

N

number of cycles to cause fatigue failure;

p

the bar circumference, assumed constant along the bar length;

P

total applied load in four point bending (sum of two point loads);

R

h2/h1 (also known as β);

r/h

ratio of base radius to height of rolled-on transverse deformations;

S

applied stress range;
xvi

S

Minimum Crack spacing (From Table 5.4);

s1

0.024 in. for unconfined concrete and 0.039 in. for confined concrete,

T(x)

the force in the bar;

tb

bottom cover measured from the center of lowest bar;

ts

side cover measured from the center of outer bar (also known as dc);

w

self weight of beam, taken as 16.7 lb/in. in all cases;

wc

0.016 in. limiting crack width;

wc

unit weight of concrete;

y

the distance from the uncracked neutral axis to the extreme tension face of the
member;

yt

neutral axis of gross concrete section, nominally 8 in.

α and β

constants depending on the value of nρ (page 94).

β

1 + 0.08dc;

εs

Steel Strain;

λ

a factor accounting for the use of lightweight concrete (also unity for this study);

ρ

the reinforcement ratio;

τ(x)

the bond stress distribution along the length of the bar;

φ

the resistance factor for anchorage;

ψ

coefficient which depends on the size of the bar, the length of the lead straight
embedment, side concrete cover and cover extension of the tail;

ψs

crack spacing factor;

Ψt and Ψe

factors to account for ‘top cast’ bars and the use of epoxy coated reinforcing steel;

τmax

the maximum bond stress capacity; for good bond conditions: 𝜏𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 2.0�𝑓𝑐′ ;
xvii
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

This research is based on activities associated with Tasks 8.1, 8.2, 8.6 and 8.7 of National
Cooperative Highway Research Program (NCHRP) Project 12-77 Structural Concrete Design
with High-Strength Steel Reinforcement. With the integration of innovative materials into the
nation’s infrastructure, the validity of using such materials must be considered. This study
considers the use of high-strength steel reinforcing bars as an alternative to conventional ASTM
A615 1 (2006) Grade 60 reinforcing bars in concrete structures.

1.1

MOTIVATION, HISTORY AND CONTEXT

For many years the design of reinforced concrete structures was dominated by the use of steel
reinforcement with yield strength, fy, equal to 40 ksi. In the late 1960’s, the typical yield strength
increased to fy = 60 ksi. Design with steel having higher yield strength values has been permitted;
the 1971 edition of ACI 318 (1971), for instance, limited the yield strength to fy ≤ 80 ksi (Lepage
et al. 2008). Currently ACI 318-08 permits the use of reinforcement having a design yield
strength, defined as the stress corresponding to a strain of 0.0035, not exceeding 80 ksi. The
exception is transverse reinforcement where the use of yield strength up to 100 ksi is permitted,

1

For convenience, steel grades will only be referred by their ASTM designation (A615, A1035, etc.) and the citation
only provided at the first occurrence in the text.
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but may only be applied to the requirements for confinement in compression members.
AASHTO LRFD Specifications (AASHTO 2007) similarly limit the use of reinforcing yield
strength in design to at least 60 ksi and no greater than 75 ksi (exceptions are permitted with
owner approval). Thus, AASHTO technically prohibits the use of 40 ksi reinforcing steel
whereas ACI continues to allow its use. Both ACI and AASHTO limits have been written and
interpreted not to exclude the use of higher strength grades of steel, but only limit the value of fy
that may be used in design calculations.
The limits on yield strength are primarily related to the prescribed limit on concrete
compressive strain of 0.003 and to the control of crack widths at service loads. Crack width is a
function of steel strain and consequently steel stress (Nawy 1968). Therefore, the stress in the
steel reinforcement needs to be limited to some extent to prevent cracking from affecting
serviceability of the structure. However, with recent improvements in the properties of concrete,
such as the development of higher capacity concretes, the ACI 318-08 limit of 80 ksi and
AASHTO limit of 75 ksi on the steel reinforcement yield strength is believed to be unnecessarily
conservative for new designs. Additionally, an argument can be made that if a higher strength
reinforcing steel is used but not fully accounted for in design, there may be an inherent overstrength in the member that has not been properly accounted for. This concern is most critical in
seismic applications or when considering progressive collapse states. Neither are generally
significant concerns for bridge structures and are beyond the scope of the present work. The
argument most often made for adopting higher reinforcing bar design stress limits is simply that
it permits a more efficient use of the available high strength steel material.
The ASTM A1035 (2007) reinforcing steel used in this study (commercially referred to
as MMFX steel) has a yield capacity on the order of 120 ksi and is reported to be between 2 and

2

10 times more corrosion resistant than conventional A615 ‘black’ steel. In some applications,
A1035 reinforcing steel has been used to replace A615 steel on a one-to-one basis on the premise
that it is more resistant to corrosion but not as costly as stainless steel grades. Clearly, if the
enhanced strength of A1035 could be used in design calculations, less steel would be required
resulting in a more efficient and economical structural system. In this case, reduction of the
reinforcement ratio also helps to reduce reinforcement congestion and improve concrete
placement.
This study encompasses material testing and characterizations, detailed analytical studies,
component tests, and full-scale member testing. The analytical and experimental research
program investigates ultimate strength and service behavior and detailing of members designed
with high-strength reinforcement. Specifically, the topics covered are:

a) Bond characteristics of high strength reinforcing bar in concrete;
b) Fatigue performance of high strength reinforcing steel
c) Serviceability: deflection and crack control;

The experimental portion of the research focuses only on reinforcing bars meeting the
A1035 specification. This kind of steel reinforcement has been selected for testing because it is
the highest strength non-prestressed reinforcement that is commercially available and, therefore,
represents an upper bound. Since all other reinforcement has ultimate strengths between those of
A1035 and A615, it should be possible to bracket the effects of using higher strength reinforcing
steel and compare it with conventional practice.

3

2.0

2.1

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES

MATERIAL STRUCTURE

Typical carbon steel used for reinforcing steel (A615, A706, etc) has a ferritic-pearlitic
microstructure, in which carbides form in the iron carbide phase (Elagroudy 2003).
Microcomposite alloy steel, such as A1035, is a Fe-C-Cr-Mn alloy that has an average chromium
content of approximately 9% - too low to be referred to as “stainless steel” (Cr > 10.5%) but
sufficiently high to impart a degree of corrosion resistance when compared to “black steel”
(A615 or A706). The basic differences between the microcomposite A1035 and A615 carbon
steels are in their a) chemical composition and proportioning, b) the distribution of elements in
the microstructure, and c) the production method used (Elagroudy 2003). Table 2.1 summarizes
the prescribed chemical proportioning of A1035, A992 (stainless steel) and A615 grades of
reinforcing steel.

2.1.1

Stress-Strain relationship

Conventional grades of reinforcing steel (represented by A615) have a well-defined yield plateau
whereas high-strength grades (A1035) do not; representative curves are shown in Figure 2.1.
Nonetheless, the value of the reinforcing bar yield strength, fy, is a critical design parameter.
Particularly where there is no well-defined yield plateau, characterization of the entire stress
4

strain relationship often may be required for analysis. The following methods may be utilized to
characterize the stress-strain (fs-εs) relationship of reinforcing bars that do not have exhibit a
well-defined yield point:

(a) An elastic-perfectly plastic model with fy taken as the minimum specified yield strength.
(b) An elastic-perfectly plastic model with fy taken as that established based on stress at a given
strain or using the 0.2% offset method.
(c) Empirical material-specific equations such as those given in Table 2.2.
(d) A Ramberg-Osgood (R-O) relationship. The modified R-O relationship given in Equation 2.1
is commonly used to model the stress-strain behavior of prestressing strand (Mattock and
Hawkins 1972) and is appropriate for other high strength steel such as A1035.

𝑓𝑠 = 𝐸𝜀𝑠 �𝐴 +

1−𝐴

�1+(𝐵𝜀𝑠 )𝐶 �

1⁄𝐶

� ≤ 𝑓𝑢

(2.1)

Where;
fu = Ultimate steel stress;
εs = Steel Strain;

The values of A and B in Equation 2.1, which are defined graphically in Figure 2.2, are
calibrated to match the experimentally obtained stress-strain curve.
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2.1.2

Modulus of elasticity, E

Regardless of yield or ultimate strength, all steel reinforcing bar grades have a reported modulus
of elasticity, E = 29,000 ksi. There is no evidence that the modulus varies significantly from steel
grade to steel grade. High strength steel does, however, exhibit an “elastic limit” where the
modulus begins to decrease as evident in Figure 2.3. While this limit is partially a function of the
steel capacity, it has been observed that A1035 steel behaves in an essentially linear manner to
70 ksi (Mast 2006) regardless of the ultimate capacity. It is noted that the form of equation used
to capture the behavior of high strength reinforcing steel proposed by Vijay et al. (2002) and ElHacha et al. (2006) (Table 2.2) captures the behavior at large strains and at ultimate capacity
reasonably well (Figure 2.3), but it does not capture initial behavior well – as the modulus begins
to degrade immediately in these equations (Figure 2.3 inset). The behavior proposed by Mast et
al. (2008), on the other hand, captures the initially linear behavior and large strain behavior quite
well (Table 2.2 and Figure 2.3). An R-O function is also able to capture the elastic limit behavior
by manipulation of the factor c in Equation 2.1.

2.2

EXPERIMENTALLY DETERMINED MECHANICAL PROPERTIES RESULTS

As an indication of the mechanical properties of A1035 steel, Table 2.3 reports the
experimentally determined properties for all reinforcing steel reported in this study and Figure
2.4 presents representative stress-strain curves obtained. All properties were obtained from tests
compliant with ASTM test method E8 (2008).

6

2.3

STRUCTURAL BEHAVIOR

Despite the lack of a well-defined yield plateau, most high-strength reinforcing steel is capable
of achieving ultimate strain values of 0.05 or higher (Mast et al. 2008 and Table 2.3). Thus, such
steel is capable of deformations similar to those of mild steel, and can provide adequate member
ductility. Therefore, high-strength reinforcing steel grades are appropriate for the design and
construction of reinforced concrete flexural members.
Desirable structural behavior implies that at service load, the member should display
small deflections and minimal cracking while at higher loads the member should display larger
but controlled deflections and sufficient cracking to provide warning before reaching its ultimate
strength. Both deflection and cracking are primarily a function of steel strain near the tension
face of the member and therefore related to the elastic modulus of the reinforcing steel. Desirable
ultimate behavior of a member is related to ductility, which relates to yielding or inelastic
deformation of the steel reinforcement. For lower strength reinforcing materials, the only way to
obtain high strains near the tension face at ultimate strength is to ensure yielding of the tension
steel, however, for high-strength materials, this may no longer be necessary (Mast et al. 2008).

2.4

CONCRETE MATERIAL PROPERTIES

Two concrete mixes, having nominal design compressive strengths of 5 ksi and 10 ksi were used
in this study. The concrete mix designs and material properties are presented in Table 2.4.

7

Table 2.1 Chemical composition of reinforcing steel.

designation
A1035
A615
A992 - 316LN
A992-2205
A992-N32

%Cr
8-10.9
16-18
21-23
16.5-19

%Ni
10-14
4.5-6.5
0.5-2.5

%C
0.15
< 0.50
0.03
0.03
0.15

%Mn
< 1.5
<2
<2
11-14

%Si
< 0.5
<1
<1
<1

%P
< 0.035
< 0.060
< 0.045
< 0.030
< 0.060

%S
< 0.045
< 0.030
< 0.020
< 0.030

%N
< 0.05
0.10-0.16
0.08-0.20
0.20-0.45

%Mo
2-3
2.5-3.5
-

%Fe
balance
balance
balance
balance
balance

Table 2.2 Representative stress-strain curves for high strength reinforcing steel.
Citation
Vijay et al. 2002
El-Hacha et al. 2006
Mast et al. 2008

Equation (all ksi units)
σ = 164(1-e-182ε) for #4 bars
σ = 173(1-e-168ε) for #8 bars
σ = 177(1-e-185ε)
σ = 29000ε; ε ≤ 0.00241
σ = 170 – 0.43/(ε + 0.00188) ; ε > 0.00241

Table 2.3 Measured material properties for A1035 and A615 reinforcing steel used in experimental program.
Steel
Bar size
fu
εu
Ecalc

A 1035
#8
154.6
0.115
27378

A 1035
A 1035
A 1035
#6
#5
#4
ksi
161.3
164.1
174
0.103
0.103
0.075
ksi
29001
26074
27850
fy based on …
ε = 0.0035
ksi
89.6
91.1
89.2
94.0
ε = 0.0050
ksi
108.8
111.7
112.5
117.0
ε = 0.0070
ksi
125.6
129.7
132.1
137.0
ε = 0.0100
ksi
134.4
138.6
143.2
156.0
ksi
118.6
121.8
130.2
140.0
2% offset
R-O parameters
0.0554
0.0203
0.0145
0.004
A
225
198
186
172
B
2.9
2.4
2.3
2.8
C
Ecalc = secant modulus measured at 60 ksi for A1035 and 30 ksi for A615
1
Batch 1: all vertical ties in pull-out specimens
2
Batch 1B: all horizontal ties in pull-out specimens and all A615 in fatigue specimens
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A 6151
#3
103
0.153
29124

A 6152
#3
107.8
0.1331
26178

67.3
68.4
69.3
70.6
67.3

69.1
73.0
73.7
75.1
69.1

-

-

Table 2.4 Concrete mix designs and material properties.
Mix
Provider
design fc’
cast date

psi

cement
fine agg
coarse agg
coarse agg
water
SF
HRWR
stabilizer
w/c
unit weight
slump
air content

lbs/cy
lbs/cy
lbs/cy
lbs/cy
lbs/cy
lbs/cy
oz/cy
oz/cy

fc

psi

1

lbs/cf
in.
%

nominally 5 ksi
Frank Bryan, Pittsburgh
4000
10/10/2008
Qty
source
400
Essroc Cement Type I
1346
TriState Type A Sand
1450
TriState #57 Gravel; Tristate
300
TriState #8 Gravel; Tristate
254
Pittsburgh
175
Type C Essroc
4
Axim 800N
0.44
146
6
not tested
strength
age (days)
6020
28
7120
1041

midpoint of test schedule
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nominally 10 ksi
Frank Bryan, Pittsburgh
10000
10/16/2008
Qty
source
825
Lehigh Cement Type I/II
1105
TriState Type A Sand
1454
Georgetown S&G #8 Gravel
430
TriState shot gravel
24
Pittsburgh
67
Elkem
125
AXIM Allegro 122
38
MB Delvo
0.27
151
6
not tested
strength
age (days)
6620
7
7820
28
9710
56
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A 1035: MMFX

Tensilestress,
Stress,
tensile
ksiksi

140
120
100

A 615: Grade 60

80
60
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20
0
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0.08

0.10

0.12

0.14

0.16

Axial
axialstrain,
strain, in/in
in/in
Figure 2.1 Stress-strain curves for A615 and A1035 #5 reinforcing bars (Ward 2008). A clearly defined
yield plateau is evident in the A615 curve and absent in the A1035 curve.

Figure 2.2 Graphical representation of the Ramberg-Osgood function.
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Figure 2.3 Measured and predicted values of A1035 stress-strain behavior.
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Figure 2.4 Stress – strain curves for reinforcing steel used in this experimental program.
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3.0

BOND CHARACTERISTICS OF HIGH STRENGTH REINFORCING BAR IN
CONCRETE

Bond is an important factor in reinforced concrete design, as the bond between the concrete and
the reinforcing steel transfers tensile forces from the concrete to the reinforcing steel. To transfer
force adequately, there must be a sufficient length of reinforcing bar, known as the development
length, over which the bar force is transferred from the concrete to the reinforcing steel.
Similarly, the splice length between two bars must be adequate to transfer the bar force from one
bar to the other through the surrounding concrete. The development/splice length required to
adequately transfer force depends on many factors, including the geometry of the bar
deformations, especially the height and spacing of ‘ribs’ or ‘lugs’, concrete cover, concrete
strength, bar size, and the presence of confinement by transverse reinforcement.
Bond force is developed by friction, chemical adhesion, and mechanical interlock
between bar deformations and the surrounding concrete. When adhesion is small and neglected,
the remaining components form a resultant stress that can be further broken into longitudinal and
radial components. For deformed bars, mechanical interlock is the primary method of bond force
transfer. Inadequate bond force transfer can cause failure of the concrete by radial splitting
emanating from the reinforcing steel or by shear along the tops of the ribs resulting in the
reinforcing steel pulling out of the concrete.
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Bond behavior can be described in four phases corresponding to a monotonically increasing load
(Bond of Reinforcement in Concrete 2000):

a) Low bond stresses, in which all three bond components are present (adhesion, mechanical
interlock, and friction). No displacement of the bar relative to the concrete is observed.
The only deformation is the compatible elastic deformation of the concrete and
reinforcing bar.
b) The bar starts to move (slip) with respect to the concrete. Transverse micro cracks form
behind the bar deformations. Two bond components remain: interlock and friction.
c) Microcracks spread radially outward from the bar. Confinement produced by either the
surrounding concrete or transverse reinforcing steel can control the spreading of these
cracks. Local concrete crushing at the bar deformations accelerates slip and softens the
bond stress-slip curve.
d) Bond failure occurs by either bar pullout (shear failure of concrete along ribs) or concrete
splitting (uncontrolled radial cracking). Pullout will occur if the confinement is greater
than the transverse-oriented component of the bond force; otherwise, splitting occurs.

Theoretical understanding of bond between the reinforcing steel and the concrete into
which it is embedded provides a framework for design methodologies, but data are needed to
calibrate theoretical derivations into design equations. Such data can only be obtained through
experimental studies. Because the experimental data for bond stress have been critical for the
empirical calibration of design equations, it is important to understand the ways in which bond
has been traditionally measured when considering extending these design methodologies to
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higher strength reinforcing steel. The following sections describe parameters affecting bond
stress, experimental testing of bond behavior and resulting code based provisions.

3.1

PARAMETERS AFFECTING BOND STRESS

To reflect the actual bond phenomenon properly, bond strength needs to be expressed in terms of
all contributing parameters. However, it is impractical to include in a design routine every
variable that affects bond strength. Standardization of bar deformation patterns allows a degree
of simplification in this regard. Nonetheless, the following sections provide a brief description of
factors affecting reinforcing bar development (i.e., bond).

3.1.1

Transverse ribs and local bond stress

As tensile forces develop in a reinforcing bar, transverse cracks propagate from the edges of the
ribs (Goto 1971). Mains (1951) showed experimentally that local bond stress can be more than
twice the average bond stress. Lutz (1966) performed experimental studies of single rib
specimens. He observed that at failure, the angle of the concrete wedge was between 30o and 45o
and that ribs with face angles less than 30o showed poor bond-slip performance in tests. While
rib face angle does not significantly affect bond strength within certain limits, rib bearing area
has been shown to be important. Rib bearing area can be increased by manipulating one or both
of two geometric parameters: the height of the ribs or the spacing of the ribs. Abrams (1913) was
the first to recognize that bond was enhanced by increases in relative rib area. Studies by Darwin
et al. (1996) show the same results. No study has been found on the affect of transverse ribs and
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local stress on high-strength steel bars. In the present study, the transverse ribs for high-strength
steel bars are essentially the same geometry as those of A615 reinforcing bars.

3.1.2

Confinement

The presence of transverse reinforcement as confinement surrounding developed/spliced bars
will increase the ultimate bond force that may be developed by delaying the progression of
radially-oriented splitting cracks. At the same time, the magnitude of the bond force needed to
cause pullout bond failure remains unaltered as it is mostly unaffected by the transverse
confinement. Accordingly, an increase in transverse reinforcement will eventually change the
mode of bond failure from splitting to pullout failure. Any additional confinement, more than
that needed to restrain the radial cracking sufficiently to cause the change from a splitting to a
pullout failure, provides no additional increase in bond strength (Orangun et al. 1977). This
behavior is the basis for limiting the confinement term (cb+Ktr)/db < 2.5 in Equation 3.2.
Conclusions from Seliem et al. (2009) on tests of A1035 high-strength steel reinforcing
bars indicate that both ACI 318 and ACI 408 development length equations underestimate the
effects of confinement although this underestimation is diminished as the splice length increases.
The latter observation likely reflects the fact that the code relationships are based on an
assumption of uniform bond stress while, in reality, bond stresses are known to have nonlinear
distributions (Orangun et al. 1977). Seliem et al. demonstrate that the limit on the confinement
factor (cb+Ktr)/db may be increased from 2.5 to 3.0 in the ACI 318 equation (Equation 3.2) and
from 4.0 to 5.0 in the ACI 408 equation. Significantly, both equations are shown to be nonconservative where no confinement is provided, particularly as the concrete strength increases. In
Seliem’s study, unconfined A1035 lap splices attained capacities of only 70 ksi to 90 ksi while
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confined splices achieved capacities greater than 120 ksi. Results reported by Harries et al.
(2010), demonstrate that with appropriate confinement, the full bar strength, exceeding 120 ksi,
may be developed in lap splice tests.

3.1.3

Yield stress

Orangun et al. (1977) reported that yielding of developed/spliced bars will cause a reduction in
bond strength. Darwin et al. (1996a and1996b) and Zuo and Darwin (2000) reached an opposite
conclusion: that the bond strength for bars that yield before bond failure is generally higher than
that of higher strength bars having the same bonded length and confinement but that do not yield
before failure. Darwin et al. observed that, in the case of bars not confined by transverse
reinforcement, the yielding of the spliced bars has no effect on the bond strength. It is possible,
in this case, that the larger deformations associated with yield are able to mechanically engage
the transverse confining steel, thus making the bond capacity appear greater. This hypothesis
however is untested.

3.1.4

Embedment length

As the embedment length of the bar increases, the cracked surface at failure also increases but in
a less than proportional manner. Thus, the total energy needed to form the crack and, in turn, the
total bond force required to fail the member, increases at a rate that is less than proportional to
the increase in bonded length. Therefore, the common design practice (ACI, AASHTO, etc.) of
establishing a proportional relationship between bond and development/splice length is highly
conservative for very short bonded lengths, but becomes progressively less conservative, and
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eventually unconservative, as the bonded length and stress in the developed/spliced bar increases
(Darwin et al. 1996). This effect is accounted for in the ACI 318 ψs factor for small diameter
bars.

3.1.5

Concrete properties

DeVries (1996) showed the ultimate bond capacity improved with increasing concrete
compressive strength, and was roughly proportional to (fc')0.67 although with much scatter. The
splitting failure mode of bond is dependent on the tensile strength of concrete. Thus, the
mechanical properties of concrete are important for good deformed bar development. Two other
concrete related parameters can also have significant effects on bond capacity: lightweight
concrete and top cast bars. Both of these issues are beyond the scope of the present work and are
presently accounted for by factors applied to development length equations (see Section 3.3).

3.2

EXPERIMENTAL TESTING OF BOND BEHAVIOR

Five categories of bond specimens have been categorized from the literature: single bar pullout
specimens, beam anchorage specimens, beam-end specimens, lap splice tensile, and beam
specimens and hook anchorage specimens. Although several experimental studies may be said to
use the same type of specimen, the particular details of specimens used in different studies vary.
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3.2.1

Pullout specimens

In pullout specimens, generally, the bars are pulled from the surrounding concrete in such a way
that the concrete surrounding the bar is subjected to compression (Figure 3.1a). This does not
reflect the critical anchorage condition of a bar anchored in a tension zone. In such a test
arrangement, compression struts form between the bar surface and the loading points on the
concrete surface. Such transverse compression struts cause the effect of increasing the apparent
bond strength and are not simulating typical situations encountered in structures and bridges.
Typical in situ conditions have both the bar and the surrounding concrete placed in tension. This
type of bond specimen is not recommended by ACI Committee 408 to determine the
development length since it represents the least realistic conditions (ACI 2003). A variation of
the pullout test often used to test hook anchorages (e.g.: El Hacha et al. 2006) is shown in Figure
3.1b; this specimen suffers from many of the same drawbacks of the single bar pullout specimen.

3.2.2

Beam end specimens

Beam-end specimens represent a more realistic type of specimen that can give better and more
accurate results for bond behavior. In the beam end specimen, both the reinforcing and the
surrounding concrete are subjected to tensile stresses (Figure 3.1c). To achieve such a state of
stress, the compressive forces must be located away from the reinforcing bar a distance not less
than the bonded length of the tested bar. Also a short length of the tested bar near the concrete
free surface has to be unbonded from surrounding concrete to avoid a conical pullout failure of
the concrete. ASTM Standard A944-99 adopts this type of bond specimen. Experimental studies
indicate that the bond obtained using beam end specimens closely match those obtained using
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full-scale reinforced concrete members (Elagroudy 2003). Ahlborn and DenHartigh (2003)
presented a large study on establishing bond properties using beam-end specimens. No beam-end
tests are known using high strength reinforcing steel.

3.2.3

Beam anchorage and splice specimens

The beam anchorage and splice specimens represent full scale specimens, designed to directly
measure the bond strength of developed or spliced bars. These specimens replicate a flexural
member with a defined bond length. Splice specimens are normally designed and tested under
four point loading having the splice length lying within the constant moment region (Figure
3.1f). Their ease of fabrication and the close similarity between the stress profile, in both the
concrete and reinforcing steel, with the actual stress profile in real flexural members result in
splice specimens being the primary source of experimental data used to establish the current
design provisions for development length.
Previous studies show that compared with Grade 60 steel, Grade 100 steel allows beamsplice specimens to reach higher loads and deflections before failure (Ansley 2002). Tests also
indicate that for bars not confined by transverse reinforcement, longer splices will increase the
load at failure and may provide additional ductility, although beyond a certain point increasing
the splice length will not increase the load or deformation capacity (Peterfreund 2003).
Shebly (2008) tested full scale beam-splice test specimens in four-point bending having
A1035 reinforcement. The results indicate that the development length equation prescribed in
ACI 318-05 is not suitable for the design of unconfined or confined splices of this higher grade
steel without the use of an additional modification factor. The development length equation
recommended in ACI 408R-03 was, however, found to be suitable for both unconfined and
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confined splices. Based on this study, both ACI 408 and ACI 318-05 code equations for bond
underestimate the bond force capacity at low stress levels in the bar (within the linear portion of
the stress-strain curve) and progressively overestimate the bond capacity of A1035 bars when the
tensile stress levels exceed the proportional limit. This observation should not be surprising as
existing bond recommendations are largely empirical and have been calibrated for steel
exhibiting a linear behavior and a having a yield stress less than 75 ksi.
Elagroudy et al. (2006) also tested beam-splice specimens using high-strength steel bars.
They concluded that there is no reason to believe that the bond behavior of the A1035
reinforcing bars is different from that of conventional carbon steel for stress levels below the
proportional limit of the A1035 steel (approximately 70 ksi). The nonlinear behavior of the
A1035 bars at high stress levels is considered to be the reason behind the observed change in the
mode of failure from sudden to gradual. Elagroudy et al. indicate that the nonlinear ductile
response of A1035 bars at stress levels beyond the proportional limit, has a strong influence in
reducing the bond strength of A1035 bars compared to the bond strength that can be obtained
when using other types of steel bars with the same splice length and level of confinement, but
with linear stress-strain behavior at high stress levels.
Harries et al. (2010) present research on bond characterization of high-strength steel bars
in beam splice specimens. This study clearly demonstrated that the present AASHTO (2007) and
ACI 318 (2008) requirements for straight bar tension development length may be extended to
develop bar stresses of at least 125 ksi (860 MPa) for concrete strengths up to 10 ksi (69 MPa).
For higher strength steel, greater bar strain and slip will occur prior to development of the bar.
The associated displacement of the bar ribs drives a longitudinal splitting failure beyond that
where yielding of conventional bars would occur; thus, confining reinforcement is critical in
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developing higher strength bars. The results presented by Harries et al. (2010) and previous work
of Seliem et al. (2009) clearly indicate that confining reinforcement should always be used when
developing, splicing or anchoring ASTM A1035 reinforcing steel.

3.2.4

Hook anchorage specimens

Figures 3.1d and e represent full scale hook anchorage specimens designed to directly measure
the pull-out capacity of hooked bar anchorages. A number of variations of these specimens exist
but most mimic the embedment of a beam or girder longitudinal reinforcing bar into a column
joint region and are modeled on a study conducted by Marques and Jirsa (1975). This setup
allows the developed bar to be located in a concrete tension field and the concrete compressive
strut developed by the hook tail to be anchored by an appropriately located reaction mimicking
the compressive zone of the beam whose steel is being developed. A variation of this test set-up
is adopted in the present study and described in Section 3.4.
Ciancone (2008) evaluated the behavior of standard hook anchorage specimens made
using #5 and #7 A1035 steel. No confinement reinforcement was provided in the specimens.
While the #5 hooks were able to develop their yield capacity of 100 ksi, the #7 hooks were not.
This result suggests an effect of bar size and reinforces the need for confining reinforcement
when developing A1035 bars.
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3.3

BOND EXPRESSIONS IN CODE PROVISIONS

AASHTO LRFD Design Specification §5.11.2.1.1 prescribes the basic tension development
length of #11 bars and smaller, ldb, as (AASHTO 2007):

𝑙𝑑𝑏 =

1.25𝐴𝑏 𝑓𝑦
�𝑓𝑐′

> 0.4𝑑𝑏 𝑓𝑦

(ksi units)

(3.1)

Where
Ab = the area of the bar being developed;
db = the diameter of the bar being developed;
fc’ = the concrete strength;
fy = the bar yield stress; i.e., the stress to be developed by the splice.

Recommendations of NCHRP Project 12-60 (Ramirez and Russell 2008) being
considered for adoption by AASHTO are based on the ACI 318 (2008) requirements for basic
tension development length with an additional factor, Ψc = 1.2, applied when fc’ exceeds 10 ksi:

𝑙𝑑𝑏 = �

3𝑓𝑦 𝛹𝑐 𝛹𝑡 𝛹𝑠 𝜆

𝑐 +𝐾
40�𝑓𝑐′ ( 𝑏 𝑡𝑟 )
𝑑𝑏

� 𝑑𝑏 ≥ 12𝑖𝑛.

(psi units)

(3.2)

Where
Ψt and Ψe = factors to account for ‘top cast’ bars and the use of epoxy coated reinforcing steel (in
this study both are taken as unity);
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λ = a factor accounting for the use of lightweight concrete (also unity for this study).

The (cb+Ktr)/db term accounts for the beneficial effects of transverse confinement and has an
upper limit of 2.5. For values of (cb+Ktr)/db less than 2.5, splitting failures are likely; for values
greater than 2.5, pullout failures, which cannot be affected by the addition of more confining
reinforcement, are likely. The NCHRP 12-60 recommendations also differ from the ACI 318
formulation by removing the Ψs factor which reduces the development length (Ψs = 0.8) for #6
bars and smaller.
Although the current AASHTO requirement (Equation 3.1) does not address
confinement, it can be shown to result in development lengths comparable to or slightly longer
than those resulting from the more complex ACI 408 (2003) requirements and more conservative
(i.e.: longer) than those resulting from the use of ACI 318 (2008) when typical levels of
confinement are used (Harries et al. 2010). The AASHTO requirement, however, may
underestimate the development required in cases where no confining reinforcement is provided
(i.e.: Ktr = 0). It is recommended that confining reinforcement, designed in a manner consistent
with current practice, should always be used when developing or splicing ASTM A1035
reinforcing steel in beams (NCHRP 12-77 and Seliem et al. 2009).

3.3.1

Anchorage of standard hooks

The AASHTO LRFD Design Specifications (AASHTO 2007) and ACI 318 (2008) flexural
design equations are formulated to ensure that steel reinforcement will yield before the concrete
crushes when the nominal strength of a reinforced concrete element is reached. Development of
the yield strength of a reinforcing bar requires that a sufficient development length is available
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on both sides of the critical section where this capacity is expected to be developed. In locations
where space is limited, insufficient length may be available to ensure full development of
straight bars. In these cases, it is common to bend the bar to form either a 90-degree or 180degree hook. The required length to develop the hook is shorter due to the mechanical advantage
provided by engaging the concrete located along the inside radius of the hook bend. The bar
stress transferred to the concrete increases dramatically around the bend of the hook. The
increase indicates that the bearing of the inside of the hook against the concrete provides a
significant portion of the anchorage (MacGregor and Wight 2005). These bearing stresses cause
transverse tensile stresses, which can result in a splitting failure when confinement reinforcement
is not present.
Minor and Jirsa (1975) studied the factors that affect the anchorage capacity of bent
deformed bars. Specimen geometry was varied to determine the effect of bond length, bar
diameter, inside radius of bend, and angle included in the bend. Slip between the bar and the
concrete was measured at several points along the bar as load was applied. Load-slip curves
were used to compare different bar geometries. The results indicated that most of the slip
occurred in the straight and curved portion of the hook, with little occurring in the tail.
Marques and Jirsa (1975) investigated the anchorage capacity of hooked bars in beamcolumn joints and the effect of confinement on development of such bars. The variables included
bar size, hook geometry embedment length, confinement, and column axial load. They found
that equations from ACI 318-71 underestimated the anchorage capacity of the hooks. They found
that for their test specimens, the tensile stress in the hooked bar when the bond capacity was
reached was:
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fh =700 ( 1 – 0.3 db ) ψ

f ' c ≤ fy

(psi units)

(3.3)

Where
fh = the bar stress which cannot be greater than the yield strength of the bar fy;
db = diameter of the bar;
fc’ = the concrete compressive strength;

ψ = coefficient which depends on the size of the bar, the length of the lead straight embedment,
side concrete cover and cover extension of the tail.
It was also found that the required straight lead embedment length between the critical section
and hook could be expressed as follows:

𝑙𝑙 = �

0.04𝐴𝑏 �𝑓𝑦 −𝑓ℎ �
�𝑓𝑐′

� + 𝑙′

(psi units)

(3.4)

Where
l’ = the greater of 4db or 4 in.,
Ab = the area of the bar;

Pinc et al. (1977) also studied beam-column joints to determine the effect of lead
embedment length and lightweight aggregate concrete on the anchorage capacity of the hook.
The first approach consisted of examining the hook and lead embedment separately. Variables
𝑓𝑙 /�𝑓𝑐′ and ll /db were correlated to obtain the lead embedment ultimate stress (fl):
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𝑓𝑙 = 67(

𝑙𝑙

𝑑𝑏

− 3)𝛹�𝑓𝑐′

(psi units)

(3.5)

The bar stress at failure (fu) can be obtained by summing Equations 3.3 and 3.5 to obtain:

𝑓𝑢 = 550 �1 − 0.4𝑑𝑏 +

0.8𝑙𝑙
𝑑𝑏

� 𝛹�𝑓𝑐′

(psi units)

(3.6)

In an alternative approach, the following equation was obtained when the hook and lead lengths
were examined together using 𝑓𝑢 /�𝑓𝑐′ and ldh /db:

𝑓𝑢 =

50𝛹𝑙𝑑ℎ �𝑓𝑐′
𝑑𝑏

(psi units)

(3.7)

An equation was needed to provide a length necessary to develop the yield stress in the bar (not
the ultimate stress). Consequently, fy is substituted for fu in Equation 3.7 and the equation is
rearranged as follows:

𝑙𝑑ℎ =

0.02𝑑𝑏 𝑓𝑦
𝛹�𝑓𝑐′

(psi units)

(3.8)

Where ldh represents the development length for a hooked bar and is measured from the critical
section to the back of the hook. Equation 3.8 is essentially that used by ACI 318 today.
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The ACI 408.1R-79 document presented recommendations for standard hooks for
deformed bars in tension based on the study reported by Pinc et al. (1977) and further discussion
of these by Jirsa et al. (1979). Based on the research and discussion, ACI committee 408
recommended the following basic hook development length equation be adopted:

𝑙𝑑ℎ =

960𝑑𝑏
𝜙�𝑓𝑐′

(psi units)

(3.9)

Where φ represents the resistance factor for anchorage which was incorporated in the design
equation. The basic development length (ldh) is then modified by the following factors:
fy/60,000 for reinforcement having yield strength over 60,000 psi;
0.7 for side cover
0.8 for use of confining reinforcement
1.25 for use of lightweight aggregate; and,
Asr/Asp for reinforcement in flexural members in excess of that required for strength.

In 1979 ACI 318 adopted the recommendations of ACI Committee 408, and the
development length equation and factors have not changed since. The epoxy-coated factor of 1.2
which was proposed by Hamad et al. (1993) was added in ACI 318-95.
Currently the ACI hook development equation is:

𝑙𝑑ℎ =

0.02𝛹𝑒 𝜆𝑑𝑏 𝑓𝑦
�𝑓𝑐′

≥ 8𝑑𝑏

(psi units)

(3.10)
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And AASHTO requires the following hook development length:

𝑙𝑑ℎ =

38𝑑𝑏
�𝑓𝑐′

(ksi units)

(3.11)

The addition of the factor to normalize for yield strength (i.e.: fy/60) makes the AASHTO
equation identical to the ACI equation with the difference in the coefficient being due to the
differences in the units. Additional factors for cover, epoxy coating, and lightweight aggregate
are also identical to the ACI factors and are listed above. The development length obtained from
Equation 3.11 shall not be less than 8db or 6 in.

3.4

ANCHORAGE OF HIGH-STRENGTH STEEL REINFORCING BARS HAVING
STANDARD HOOKS IN CONCRETE

Current ACI (2008) and AASHTO (2007) equations for the development length of standard
hooks do not directly address the use of high-strength steel bars that do not have a well-defined
yield plateau or a relatively flat post-yield stiffness. Equations used to calculate the development
length of standard hooks were developed using test data from A615 bars. These equations need
to be evaluated to determine their applicability when used to calculate hook development lengths
for high-strength steel bars.

Eighteen A1035 hook anchorage specimens were tested. The specimen details, shown in
Figure 3.2 and Table 3.1, include two concrete strengths, nominally 5 and 10 ksi; and three bar
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sizes: #4, #5 and #8. The #4 bars were provided with standard (AASHTO §5.10.2.1) 180o hooks
and are intended to represent a) the anchorage of stirrups in girder sections where the stirrups are
also called upon to serve as interface reinforcement for a cast-in-place deck; or b) the anchorage
of primary reinforcing in cantilever slabs. The #5 and #8 bars were provided with standard 90o
(AASHTO §5.10.2.1) hooks and are intended to represent anchorage of these bars where
insufficient length is provided to develop a straight bar. This condition may occur in a) starter
bars for piers or abutments; b) wall piers; or c) in short or cantilever flexural members such as
pier caps.
All hook development lengths tested were designed using Equation 3.11 with all
appropriate modifications (AASHTO §5.11.2.1.3). In all the specimens, the calculated value of

ldh was modified by the selected nominal values of fy, 100 or 125 ksi (see Table 3.1), i.e., by
using the factor fy/60. All the specimens were provided with sufficient cover to permit the 0.7
reduction factor to be applied. For all the specimens having confining reinforcement (all but – N
specimens in Table 3.1), the confinement was adequate to permit the 0.8 reduction factor to be
applied. The objective of this limited test series was to serve as a series of ‘proof tests’ applying
the existing AASHTO hooked bar development length requirements to the higher strength
A1035 reinforcing steel. The measured material properties of the A1035 hooks and A615
confining steel are given in Table 2.3. The measured 28-day concrete strength for the specimens
having nominal strengths of fc’ = 5 and 10 ksi were 6.03 and 9.67 ksi, respectively (Table 2.4).
Strain gages were applied over the length of hooked embedment (Figure 3.4a) to determine bar
stresses.
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The test setup, shown in Figure 3.2, was designed to replicate as closely as possible
(without a full-scale element test) the stresses in the vicinity of a hook anchorage in tension. The
hollow core hydraulic ram placed over the bar directly places the bar in tension and the lever arm
reaction to right of the bar (in Figure 3.2a) provides the equilibrating compression. In the setup
used, the compression reaction is 1.2 times the bar tension, more than sufficient to provide the
appropriate reaction force necessary to develop the hook. A short region of the hooked bar was
left unbonded as it entered the concrete block (achieved by wrapping the bar in foam pipe
insulation prior to casting concrete) resulting in the development length (ldh) beginning 3 in.
below the concrete surface. The debonded region was provided to a) mitigate the pullout of a
cone of concrete at the concrete surface which affects the development behavior and slip results;
and b) to provide additional concrete depth (h in Table 3.1) to mitigate the shear failure (that was
nonetheless observed in Specimens H4-2 and H8-2, as will be discussed below) of a ‘cone’ of
concrete anchored by the hook tail.
Each bar was anchored using a bolted in-line mechanical splice anchor (‘Zap Screwlock’
splice from BarSplice Products) with both sides of the splice anchor engaged. (The centering pin,
intended to position the spliced bars, was removed to allow both sides of the splice anchor to be
engaged on the same bar.) All anchor bolts were fully torqued (snap off bolts) except for the
lower two, closer to the concrete surface, that were provided with only 1/3 and 2/3 of their
recommended torque values, respectively. The reduced torque levels were intended to mitigate
failure associated with the stress raisers that this anchorage produces (Coogler et al. 2008). This
splice anchorage performed very well in this test series and is recommended for similar
laboratory applications.
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Each test was a simple monotonic pull-out test of the hooked bar. The test was conducted
in load control and conducted such that failure occurred in approximately 15 minutes. Strain
gage, slip and applied load data were automatically collected at a rate of 1 Hz.

3.4.1

Hook anchorage results

The results in terms of bar stress achieved and the failure mode observed for all eighteen
specimens are shown in Table 3.1. All test specimens exceeded their design stresses of 100 or
125 ksi, denoted fy in Table 3.1. Indeed, most specimens achieved their ultimate capacity (fu in
Table 2.3) as evidenced by a bar rupture failure in the exposed gage length – denoted ‘R’ in
Table 3.1. All ruptured bars exhibited significant necking and elongation and were unaffected
(except H5-1, see below) by the bar anchorage or loading mechanism. Observed rupture stresses
agree well with the previously tested material properties (Table 2.3).
Specimen H5-1 (the first tested) exhibited a bar rupture that was affected by the
installation of the splice anchor used to react the applied load (not actually part of the test).
Nonetheless, this specimen still achieved a stress of 160 ksi. A change was made to the splice
installation (see above) and this failure mode was mitigated for all subsequent tests.
Only two of the #8 specimens were tested to bar rupture; the remaining tests were
stopped prior to failure at a stress of 140 ksi, which was greater than the required proof load. The
tests were stopped in the interest of laboratory safety (a rupturing #8 A1035 is a significant
projectile).
In two specimens having very short development lengths, the ultimate failure was a shear
‘cone’ in the concrete (denoted C in Table 3.1). This failure mode a) significantly exceeded the
required proof loads; b) occurred at loads very close to those expected to cause bar rupture; and
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c) is an artifact of the test specimen and would not be expected in ‘real world’ applications.
Figure 3.3 shows an example of such a ‘C’ failure. Providing a longer debonded region (i.e.:
larger value of h, see above) would have mitigated this failure mode.
Strain profiles demonstrate that the hooks are well developed and efficiently transfer
stress to the concrete through bond. Figure 3.4 plots the experimentally observed bar strains
along the length of the hooks (reported in units of bar diameters (db) for the sake of
normalization). The uppermost data point on each curve (db = 0) is obtained from a mechanical
clip gage mounted a few inches above the concrete specimen. This clip gage was the same
instrument used in the bar tension tests reported in Table 2.3. The next data point (db = 3) is
obtained from the strain gage located 3db into the concrete (see the right hand inset in Figure
3.4a). As would be expected, these first two strains are similar since little development has yet
been engaged. The next data point down is obtained from the strain gage located 5db from the
start of the hook bend and the final data point is 5db past the bend on the hook tail. The strains at
this final location are all very small indicating that the hook itself is not being engaged in
tension. The strain gages used were very small (0.25 in. overall length); their installation does
not affect the bond stress development in any significant manner. The data in Figure 3.4 are
given at stresses of 60 ksi (yield of mild steel), 100 ksi, 125 ksi (design values for this test), and
140 ksi (maximum value at which data are available for all specimens).
The ‘slip’ of the hook was measured using displacement transducers to measure the
relative movement of the bar as it is ‘pulled out’ of the concrete. Slip versus bar stress curves are
shown in Figure 3.5. Since the slip measurement is obtained over a distance of exposed bar
(about 5 in. in most tests), the reported slip is greater than the ‘actual’ slip due to the strain over
this unbonded length. Figure 3.6a shows the slip recorded at stress levels of 60, 100, 125, and
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140 ksi. The ‘ultimate’ stress is the slip reported at the maximum stress obtained as given in
Table 3.1. Figure 3.6b shows only the slip values reported at 125 ksi sorted against a) concrete
strength (5 or 10 ksi); b) design bar stress (100 or 125 ksi); and c) the presence of confining
reinforcement (N specimens had no confining reinforcement).
Observations drawn from Figure 3.6 include:

a) Through the proof loads (100 and 125 ksi), slip is limited and rarely exceeds 0.06 in.
Indeed, through stresses of 140 ksi, slip rarely exceeds 0.09 in. and is not affected by bar
size, concrete strength, development length, or the presence of confining reinforcement.
b) Slip is not significant until near the ultimate load (greater than 140 ksi). It is noted that in
some cases, the large values of slip include the plastic deformation of the reinforcing bar
within the gage length over which slip is measured.
c) Slip at 125 ksi is marginally (<0.01 in.) more pronounced for the 10 ksi concrete. This
slight increase is believed to result from the use of smaller aggregate and its effect on
mechanical bond.
d) Slip at 125 ksi is unaffected by the development length provided. Hence, there is reserve
bond capacity beyond that implicitly assumed by the development length calculation.
e) The specimens having confining steel exhibited marginally (<0.02 in.) greater slip at 125
ksi than those that did not. This observation is counterintuitive and may simply represent
the natural scatter of the data.

This series of hook embedment tests was intended as proof tests of the present AASHTO
hook development requirements given by Equation 3.11 These tests have shown that the present
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requirement is adequate to develop up to 125 ksi in 10 ksi concrete in cases were adequate cover
and confinement – based on current design requirements – are provided.
In using higher strength steel, greater bar strain and slip will occur prior to development
of the bar. The associated displacement of the bar lugs drives a longitudinal splitting failure
beyond that where yielding of conventional bars would occur; thus, confining reinforcement is
critical in developing higher strength bars. The results of this study and previous work (Seliem et
al. 2009) clearly indicate that confining reinforcement, designed in a manner consistent with
current practice, should always be used when developing, splicing, or anchoring ASTM A1035
or other high strength reinforcing steel.
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Table 3.1 Hook specimen details and test results.

ID

Aa

f c’

fy b

lhdc

ha

Da

s1a

Ba

Ca

ultimate

bar size –
hook angle

ksi

ksi

in.

in.

in.

in.

bars

in.

ksi

failured

A1035
A615
A615
A615
Steel
5
100
10
16
none
n.a.
4 #4
#3 @ 6
179
R
H4-1N #4 – 180o
5
125
12
18
none
n.a.
4 #4
#3 @ 6
177
R
H4-4N #4 – 180o
#4 – 180o
5
100
8
14
5 #3 @ 1.5
1
4 #4
#3 @ 6
177
R
H4-1
#4 – 180o
5
125
10
16
6 #3 @ 1.5
1
4 #4
#3 @ 6
177
R
H4-4
#4 – 180o
10
100
6e
12
3 #3 @ 1.5
1
4 #4
#3 @ 6
173
C/R
H4-2
#4 – 180o
10
125
8
14
5 #3 @ 1.5
1
4 #4
#3 @ 6
176
R
H4-5
o
#5– 90
5
100
13
19
none
n.a.
4 #5
#3 @ 6
168
R
H5-1N
#5 – 90o
5
125
16
22
none
n.a.
4 #5
#3 @ 6
168
R
H5-4N
#5 – 90o
5
100
10
16
5 #3 @ 1.88 1.25
4 #5
#3 @ 6
160
RA
H5-1
#5 – 90o
5
125
13
19
6 #3 @ 1.88 1.25
4 #5
#3 @ 6
168
R
H5-4
o
#5 – 90
10
100
8
14
4 #3 @ 1.88 1.25
4 #5
#3 @ 6
167
R
H5-2
#5 – 90o
10
125
9
15
4 #3 @ 1.88 1.25
4 #5
#3 @ 6
168
R
H5-5
#8 – 90o
5
100
20
26
none
n.a.
4 #8
#3 @ 6
140
NA
H8-1N
#8 – 90o
5
125
25
31
none
n.a.
4 #8
#3 @ 6
140
NA
H8-4N
#8 – 90o
5
100
16
22
5 #3 @ 3
2
4 #8
#3 @ 6
153
NA
H8-1
#8 – 90o
5
125
20
26
6#3 @ 3
2
4 #8
#3 @ 6
138
NA
H8-4
#8 – 90o
10
100
12
18
3 #3 @ 3
2
4 #8
#3 @ 6
162
C (no R)
H8-2
o
#8 – 90
10
125
15
21
4#3 @ 3
2
4 #8
#3 @ 6
166
R
H8-5
a
see Figure 3.2
b
design yield stress to be developed in Equation 3.11
c
see Equation 3.11
d
failure mechanisms: R = bar rupture; RA = bar rupture affected by bar anchor; C = concrete shear failure; NA =
test stopped prior to failure for safety considerations – in this case, the maximum obtained bar stress is reported.
e
minimum development length
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ldh

ldh

b) hook anchorage pull-out tests
(after El Hacha et al. 2006)

a) pull-out test

ldh

ldh

ldh

c) beam-end test

d) beam connection
test (after Marques and
Jirsa 1975)

e) hook anchorage test

Ld

f) beam splice test

Figure 3.1 Development test geometries.
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BarSplice anchor
load cell
hollow-core
hydraulic ram

108"

db

A

A

debonded region

B
15d b

anchored
to floor

lhd +6

3"

C

s1

B
D
12”
(a) test setup

18”

18”

18”
(b) specimen details

(c) Specimen H8-2 (image is reversed from figure a)

Figure 3.2 Hook test setup and specimen details.

ldh

Figure 3.3 Typical Concrete Shear Failure (Specimen H8-2).
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D
24"

3”

lhd h

0

-5

clip gage “0db”
concrete surface

Depth (db)

-10

60 ksi

100 ksi

125 ksi

140 ksi

3db

-15

H8-1N (ldh = 20 db)
H8-4 (ldh = 20 db)
H8-4N (ldh = 25 db)

-25

H8-2 (ldh = 12db)
H8-5 (ldh = 15 db)
-30

Strain
gridlines in 0.001 increments; subsequent curves offset by 0.005 for clarity

a) #8 90o hook specimens
0

-5

-10

Depth (db)

ldh

H8-1 (ldh = 16db)
-20

60 ksi

100 ksi

140 ksi

125 ksi

-15
H5-1 (ldh = 16db)

-20

H5-1N (ldh =20.8 db)
H5-4 (ldh = 20.8 db)
H5-4N (ldh = 25.6 db)

-25

H5-2 (ldh = 12.8db)
H5-5 (ldh = 14.4 db)
-30

Strain
gridlines in 0.001 increments; subsequent curves offset by 0.005 for clarity

b) #5 90o hook specimens
0

-5

-10

Depth (db)

3" debonded region

60 ksi

100 ksi

140 ksi

125 ksi

-15
H4-1 (ldh = 16 db)

-20

H4-1N (ldh = 20 db)
H4-4 (ldh = 20 db)
H4-4N (ldh = 24 db)

-25

H4-2 (ldh = 12db)
H4-5 (ldh = 16 db)
-30

Strain
gridlines in 0.001 increments; subsequent curves offset by 0.005 for clarity

c) #4 180o hook specimens
Figure 3.4 Strains along hook embedment at selected bar stresses.
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5db
strain gage
5db locations

Pull out test Specimens, #8
200
180
160
140

Stress, ksi

120
H8-1
H8-1N

100

H8-2
H8-4

80

H8-4N
H8-5

60
40
20
0
0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

Slip, inch

a)

#8 90o hook specimens

Pull out test Specimens, #5
200
180
160
140

Stress, ksi

120
H5-1
H5-1N

100

H5-2
H5-4

80

H5-4N
H5-5

60
40
20
0
0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

Slip, inch

b) #5 90o hook specimens
Pull out test Specimens, #4
200
180
160
140

Stress, ksi

120
H4-1
H4-1N

100

H4-2
H4-4

80

H4-4N
H4-5

60
40
20
0
0.0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

Slip, inch

c) #4 180o hook specimens
Figure 3.5 Slip versus bar stress.
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0.6

0.50

#5

0.45

*Some #8 tests terminated prior to bar rupture

0.40

#4

0.35

Slip (in.)

0.30
#8
0.25
0.20
0.15
#4

0.10
#4
#4

0.05
#4

#5

#5

#5

#5

#8

#8

#8

#8

*

0.00
60

100

125

140

utlimate

Stress level (ksi)

(a) slip at different stress levels.

0.07
100 ksi

confinement

10 ksi

0.06

125 ksi
No confinement
‘N’ Specimens

5 ksi

Slip at 125 ksi (in.)

0.05

0.04
0.03

0.02

0.01
0.00

concrete strength

design stress

confinement

(b) slip at 125 ksi.
Figure3.6 Slip of embedded hooks.
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4.0 FATIGUE PERFORMANCE OF HIGH STRENGTH REINFORCING STEEL

Fatigue is a process of progressive structural change in a material subjected to transient loads,
stresses or strains. Such transient effects occur through repetition of all or part of the live load in
structures such as bridges, gantry girders, and machine foundations. The transient loads may be
random (wind-induced effects) or periodic. Periodic loads may have one frequency (machine
vibrations) or may include multiple frequencies as occurs on bridge structures. The repeated
application of live load (vehicle transits of a bridge, for instance) may result in fatigue damage to
any susceptible element. The load spectrum for a particular structural member is required for the
prediction of its fatigue behavior. Fatigue strength is defined as the maximum repeated stress
range (S) that may be sustained without failure for a specified number of loading cycles (N). The
stress range is defined as the algebraic difference between the maximum and the minimum stress
in a stress cycle: S = ff - fmin; that is: the transient stress. Most ferrous materials exhibit an
‘endurance limit’ or ‘fatigue limit’, a value of S below which failure does not occur for an
unlimited number of cycles. The following sections focus on the fatigue behavior of steel
reinforcing bars for reinforced concrete structures. In general, the concrete material fatigue
performance exceeds that of the steel and is not considered in design (Neville 1975).
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4.1

S-N RELATIONSHIPS

In order to predict fatigue behavior (in this case to establish appropriate experimental
parameters), it is necessary to establish the S-N relationship for reinforcing bars in concrete
tested under repeated flexure. The S-N approach requires numerous fatigue test data points to
establish the relationship between the stress range, S, and the number of cycles to failure, N.
Fatigue data exhibits considerable scatter and therefore numerous repeated tests are needed to
develop the “best-fit” relationship that describes the fatigue behavior of the material with a
reasonable confidence level. There has been a significant amount of research studying fatigue of
reinforcing steel and multiple (necessarily empirical) equations have been developed to describe
its behavior. Many correspond to the same general form of the equation:

𝑆𝑚 × 𝑁 = 𝑘

(4.1)

where

S = applied stress range;
m = stress exponent;
N = number of cycles to cause fatigue failure; and
k = constant.

Parameters m and k are dependent upon the units used to express S. Values of m and k are given
based on bar size and, in some cases, the expected fatigue life, N. Available models are all based
on reinforcing steel having nominal yield strength, fy, between 40 and 75 ksi. No significant
difference in steel reinforcing bar S-N behavior is observed over this range of yield values
(MacGregor et al. 1971, Mallet 1991). Additionally, some models are based on axial tension tests
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of bars in air, while others are based on bars in concrete beams tested in flexure. Moss (1982)
demonstrated that the fatigue life of bars tested in concrete exceeds that of bars tested in air. This
difference is believed to be a manifestation of the tension-stiffening phenomenon (see Section
5.1.2.2). Most of the relevant studies have been conducted in Europe (Moss 1980, Tilly and
Moss 1982, Mallet 1991). Best practices based on these studies have been adopted by the CEB
FIB Model Code (1990) and these S-N relationships are adopted here 2. The relationships given
are for #5 bars.

S5 x N = 2.621 x 1017 (ksi)

N < 1,000,000

S9 x N = 2.115 x 1026 (ksi)

1,000,000 < N < 100,000,000

(4.2)
(4.3)

There are no S-N relationships for reinforcing steel prescribed by ACI or AASHTO standards.

4.2

FACTORS AFFECTING FATIGUE PERFORMANCE

It has been shown by many researchers in a variety of contexts (new construction, retrofit
applications, etc.) that the fatigue behavior of reinforced concrete members is governed by the
behavior of the internal reinforcing steel. Plain concrete appears to have no endurance limit
because high cycle-low stress loading does not contribute to fatigue damage (Mallet 1991).
Neville (1975) observes that concrete softens with cycling, resulting in a redistribution of force
in a reinforced concrete member. Thus, as a reinforced member is cycled at a constant applied

2

the outcome of a number of fatigue studies conducted by Harries have all shown that Equations 4.2 and 4.3 are the
most representative of the fatigue behavior of #5 bars in concrete beams in flexure (Harries et al. 2006),
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load, the stress range applied to the steel ‘drifts’ upwards as additional force is distributed to the
steel (Harries and Aidoo 2005). This effect is rarely accounted for in beam-type fatigue tests
where the stress range reported is conventionally that at N = 1 (as will be done in the present
study).
Factors that affect the fatigue strength of deformed reinforcing bars include:

a) chemical composition, microstructure, inclusions, rolling defects etc.;
b) grade of bar (yield and ultimate strength);
c) size of bar;
d) embedment in concrete;
e) minimum stress level, fmin;
f) geometry of deformations (ribs); and,
g) presence of bends or welding.

Of the factors noted, the first five have only a minor influence on the fatigue
characteristics of deformed bars. Geometry of the ribs has a very significant influence on the
fatigue strength. Ribs are provided to improve bond to concrete but they also cause stress
concentrations. Ribs reduce fatigue strength due to the fact that the junctions of the longitudinal
and transverse ribs with the body of the bar form regions of stress concentration inducing a
"notch effect" that results in crack initiation and a brittle failure. Wascheidt (1965) found that the
fatigue strength of 0.63 in. diameter ribbed bars was 18% lower than that of smooth round bars
for axial tests in air. Snowden (1971) obtained a similar result for bending fatigue of 17 ft long
beams. Helgason et al. (1969) found 1 in. ribbed bars in concrete beams had a fatigue strength of
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27.5 ksi at 10 million cycles. For bars having ribs well-rounded at their root and making a small
angle with the bar axis, higher fatigue strength values are obtained (of course, as discussed in
Chapter 3, such ribs result in poorer bond performance). Both Bannister (1969) and Burton and
Hognestad (1967) found that longitudinally oriented ribs resulted in fatigue strength as much as
40% lower than that for bars having only transverse ribs. This reduction is likely due to the
additional notch effect resulting from the intersection of ribs and the stress raiser being oriented
parallel to the principal stress. Most bar patterns available today, including those used for A1035
bars, have both transverse and longitudinal ribs.
Fatigue strength increases very slightly with an increase in the grade of bar and decreases
with an increase in bar diameter. This effect is not peculiar to reinforcing bars and can be
explained by there being a greater likelihood of flaws on the larger surface area of the larger bar.
There is a similar ‘size’ effect on static strength. Frost et al. (1974) found that the effect of bar
size on fatigue strength is no more than 5% for plain round bars from 0.5 to 1.4 in. diameter. The
effect is much greater for deformed bars. Helgason et al. (1969) found 1.4 in. bars had about
10% lower fatigue strength than 0.63 in. bars when tested in concrete beams. However, bar size
effects seem to be more pronounced in axial tests in air than in bending tests.
The effect of embedment in concrete is significant only for bars with poor bond
characteristics (see Chapter 3). There is also a slight reduction in fatigue strength at high
minimum stress levels. Fatigue strength falls rapidly at bends having a small radius of curvature.
Welds act as significant stress raisers and when applied in the region of maximum stress in the
bar can reduce the fatigue strength up to 50% (MacGregor 1971). Other stress raisers including
manufacturer’s identification (mill) marks, surface discontinuities from worn or chipped rollers
at the steel mill and fretting can also adversely affect the fatigue life of reinforcing bars (Mallet
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1991). For example, fatigue ruptures of bars tested in concrete having transverse reinforcement
almost always fail at the location of a transverse bar. This failure pattern is due to the stress
concentrating effect of fretting of the perpendicular bar on the bar subject to fatigue stresses (this
behavior was observed in the present study).

4.3

ACCOUNTING FOR FATIGUE IN DESIGN

The AASHTO (2007) limit for fatigue-induced stress in mild steel reinforcement is based on the
outcome of NCHRP Project 4-7 reported by Helgason et al. (1976). The maximum permitted
stress range in straight reinforcement resulting from the fatigue load combination is given in
AASHTO LRFD (2007) §5.5.3.2 as:

ff ≤ 21 – 0.33fmin + 8(r/h)

(ksi units)

(4.4)

Where
fmin = algebraic minimum stress level (compression negative);
r/h = ratio of base radius to height of rolled-on transverse deformations; 0.3 may be used in the
absence of actual values.
Recent revisions to AASHTO LRFD §5.5.3.2 incorporate the default r/h ratio:

ff ≤ 24 – 0.33fmin

(ksi units)

(4.5)
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The AASHTO-prescribed relationship is shown to represent the lower-bound results of
many fatigue studies considering a range of bar sizes and is reported applicable for ASTM A615
Grades 40, 60, and 75 reinforcing bars (Corley et al. 1978). Significantly, bar size is not
considered in the AASHTO-prescribed limit although it is well established that larger bar sizes
typically have lower fatigue limits (Tilly and Moss 1982).

4.4

CURRENT RESEARCH ON FATIGUE PERFORMANCE OF REINFORCING
STEEL

It is recognized that the use of high-strength reinforcement may permit a reduction of the total
area of steel required for flexural resistance. The resulting larger stresses in the steel may
adversely affect fatigue performance of the member. Specifically, if designed efficiently, both
the minimum and maximum stresses will increase. However the maximum stress may be
increased to a greater degree, resulting in a larger stress range under transient loads. Fatigue
behavior of reinforcing bars is very sensitive to rib geometry but not appreciably sensitive to
steel grade. Thus, the fatigue performance of high strength reinforcing steel is not likely to be
proportional to the steel yield capacity or the stress levels inherent in an efficient design. Thus, in
order to optimize design, an understanding of the fatigue behavior of high strength reinforcement
is required.
DeJong et al. (2006) present a study of the fatigue behavior of high-strength reinforcing
steel. DeJong conducted fatigue tests on ASTM A1035 steel having a reported (0.2% offset)
yield value of 116 ksi and ultimate tensile strength of 176 ksi. Tests on #3, #4, and #5 bars
demonstrated a fatigue strength (at N = 1 million cycles) of 45 ksi. Companion tests on Grade 60
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reinforcing bars had a fatigue life of 24 ksi. Stress-life tests using polished machined coupons
resulted in similar results, with N = 5 million cycle fatigue limits of 167 ksi and 91 ksi for the
ASTM A1035 and Grade 60 steel, respectively. Such results are commonly observed: the stress
range fatigue limit is approximately equal to the tensile strength of the material for smooth
polished specimens. The results also clearly identify the detrimental effect of the presence of ribs
on the bars – the fatigue lives were reduced significantly despite the greater number of cycles for
the polished specimen tests. There are no other known studies of the fatigue performance of high
strength reinforcing steel.
In order to establish the validity of AASHTO-established fatigue limits (Equation 4.5)
and to assess the effects of yield strength on fatigue performance, a review of available fatigue
data was conducted. Table 4.1 summarizes these studies. While few studies report on bars having
fy > 75 ksi, the fact that these studies report different steel grades (i.e. 40, 60 and 75 ksi) permit
some trends to be established. Figure 4.1 shows the reported fatigue endurance limits as a
function of yield strength. Although stress range is the critical parameter affecting fatigue, this
data have been sorted by the value of fmin which is shown to have little effect on the results.
Figure 4.1 shows no values of the endurance limit falling below 24 ksi. Thus, the present
AASHTO recommendations for ff are deemed to be conservative for tension-tension fatigue (i.e.:
fmin positive). Additionally, a correlation between endurance limit and fy is evident. Thus, the
penalty paid by using Equation 4.5 with high strength steel is unjustified. While Equation 4.6
(below) does not recognize the correlation between ff and fmin, it does remove this penalty in a
justifiable manner.
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4.5

FATIGUE BEHAVIOR OF CONCRETE BEAMS HAVING HIGH-STRENGTH
REINFORCEMENT

Although there are data that suggest an improved fatigue limit for higher-strength bars (DeJong
et al. 2006) may be permissible, conventional wisdom suggests that this should not be the case.
Certainly there are insufficient data at this time to make any recommendation in the direction of
increasing the AASHTO fatigue limit and/or making the fatigue limit a function of yield (or
tensile) capacity. Nonetheless, the present AASHTO fatigue limit (Equation 4.5) is believed to
be universally conservative for the reasons that follow:

a) The fmin term is appropriate where fmin is positive but appears to be “calibrated” to result
in the same stresses as those used for working stress design using Grade 40 steel.
b) The equation itself represents an extreme lower bound. Corley et al. (1978) report: “A
No. 11 Grade 60 bar fractured in fatigue after 1,250,000 cycles when subjected to a stress
range of 21.3 ksi and a minimum stress of 17.5 ksi tension. This is the lowest stress range
at which a fatigue fracture has been obtained in an undisturbed North American
produced reinforcing bar” [emphasis added].

The impact of applying the AASHTO equation to higher-strength reinforcing steel is that
fmin may be increased, taking advantage of the higher strength steel, resulting in an unwarranted
reduction in the fatigue limit. It is therefore proposed to normalize fmin by the yield stress, fy.
Calibrating this equation so that there is no effect for Grade 60 reinforcement, one arrives at:
ff ≤ 24 – 20(fmin/fy) (ksi units)

(4.6)
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While still felt to be conservative, this equation recognizes that fatigue behavior of
ferrous metals is largely unaffected by the yield strength of the material itself; thus, the baseline
endurance limit of 24 ksi is unchanged.
In practice, the value of fmin will generally be on the order of 0.10fy to 0.30fy. For Grade
60 A615 steel, the present AASHTO requirement (Equation 4.5) results in fatigue limits of 22 to
18 ksi, respectively. Applying the same equation to steel having a yield strength of 120 ksi, for
instance, results in the unwarranted reduction of the permitted fatigue stress to 20 to 12 ksi,
respectively. The values imply that the higher strength material has reduced fatigue performance,
which is contrary to all available data. The ironic outcome, in terms of design, is that more of the
higher strength steel is required to carry the same transient loads. Equation 4.6, on the other
hand, results in the fatigue limits for the 120 ksi steel being the same as those of the 60 ksi steel.
This latter result, while still believed to be conservative for the reasons given above, is
nonetheless more rational.

4.5.1

Fatigue proof tests

It should be noted that the limited scope of the fatigue testing program conducted herein
served as a “proof test” to examine whether the existing AASHTO specifications for the fatigue
limit state are applicable to members with high-strength reinforcement. Thus, it is necessary to
select a stress range, S, appropriate to the number of cycles to be tested, N.
The AASHTO fatigue limits are derived largely from tests having N=2,000,000.
However, as code-prescribed limits, they must be understood to be appropriate for the ‘life of the
structure’. AASHTO LRFD (2007) §6.6.1.2.5 provides some guidance as to a) the definition of a
fatigue cycle; and b) the expected number of cycles over the life of a structure. Based on
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AASHTO-recommended values, a deck slab on an urban interstate may undergo approximately 1
million fatigue cycles per year:

N = 365x n x ADTTSL = 930,750 cycles

(4.7)

where ADTTSL = 0.85(ADTT) = 0.85(0.15ADT) with ADT = 20,000 and n = 1.

The supporting girders (assuming the bridge exceeds 40 feet (12 m) will undergo twice
this number of cycles. Clearly, not all bridges see these many cycles: A lightly travelled two-lane
rural highway bridge may undergo only about 100,000 cycles per year:

N = 365 x n x ADTTSL = 109,500 cycles

(4.8)

where ADTTSL = 1.0(ADTT) = 1.0(0.15ADT) with ADT = 1,000 and n = 2.

The selection of an appropriate fatigue proof test must consider at least the following:

1. Practical value of N. Two million cycle tests are most common and may be considered

‘standard’. At 1.2Hz, a 2 million cycle test takes three weeks. Generally there is more scatter
in results as N is taken less than 1 million cycles. Larger values of N are felt to be impractical
for large-scale laboratory tests and few such tests are reported in the literature.
2. A minimum stress, fmin, must be used that is adequate to represent ‘dead load’ and to permit

safe and efficient control of the test protocol. A value fmin = 0.10fy is commonly used.
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3. The value of the stress range, S, is selected to ‘match’ the value of N selected. Considering
the previous discussion:

i.

Assume fmin = 0.10fy; therefore, fr = S ≤ 22 ksi (using Equation 4.6).

ii.

Based on the CEB (1990) S-N relationships given in Equations 4.2 and 4.3
(summarized in Table 4.2), S = 22 ksi corresponds to N = 20,000,000 which
correlates reasonably well with the expected range of fatigue life anticipated by
AASHTO. For example, a deck slab on an urban interstate will undergo
approximately 20 million fatigue cycles over a 20-year life (Equation 4.7).

iii.

Based on this correlation and Table 4.2, setting S = 28 ksi for a 2 million cycle
test is an appropriate surrogate for a 20 million cycle test having S = 22 ksi. The
latter is the AASHTO ‘proof protocol’ but would take upwards of 7 months to
complete, while the former may be conducted in a practical time frame (3 weeks).

4. AASHTO limits are based on in air tests that are acknowledged to yield lower fatigue
endurance limit values than in concrete flexural beam tests.
5. Limited available data (DeJong et al. 2006) suggest that A1035 microcomposite alloy steel
has superior fatigue resistance to A615 ‘black steel’.

The specimen protocols described below were selected considering these factors.
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4.5.2

Specimen details

Specimen details were selected to correspond to flexural tests conducted elsewhere within the
NCHRP 12-77 project (Specimen F3 from the University of Cincinnati’s tests of flexural
behavior). Two beams 16 in. deep x 12 in. wide having 4 #5 A1035 longitudinal bars and #3 A
615 stirrups spaced at 9 in. along the entire length of the beam were cast with 10 ksi concrete.
The beams were 18.5 ft long and were tested in midpoint flexure over a span of 16.5 ft; 4 in.
wide neoprene supports were used making the face-to-face dimension of the span 16’-2” (Figure
4.2). The measured material properties of the steel reinforcement are given in Table 2.3 and the
measured concrete compressive strength was 9.67 ksi (Table 2.4). Cyclic testing was carried out
at a frequency of 1.2 Hz. At regular intervals, the frequency was reduced to 0.003 Hz (1 cycle in
5 minutes) and a fully instrumented cycle was carried out.

4.5.3

Fatigue test protocol

The protocol adopted involved testing the first beam at a stress range (in the primary #5 A1035
reinforcing bars) of 32 ksi. The justification being that if the beam withstands 2 million cycles at
stress greater than 28 ksi, it has de facto exceeded the current AASHTO requirements and thus
represents a proof test with good confidence. Since the first beam successfully resisted 2 million
cycles, the second beam was tested at a greater stress range (46 ksi). All test control is based on
reinforcing bar stress measured using strain gages. There were four strain gages in each
specimen: one mounted on each A1035 tension reinforcing bar and located in the midspan.
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4.5.4

Results of fatigue test 1

Fatigue Test 1 was tested between 03/10/2009 and 03/31/2009. The applied load at midspan was
cycled between 7 and 17 kips at a rate of 1.2Hz for 2 million cycles. The measured stress range
in the A1035 longitudinal steel was 31.1 ksi in the initial test cycles. Strain gages were lost
during the first 100,000 cycles (this is expected). Due to the nature of fatigue damage, however,
the stress range will increase marginally throughout the test. It is noted that due to equipment
malfunction, Fatigue Test 1 was unintentionally loaded to an applied load exceeding 30 kips
during a few initial cycles. These few higher stress range cycles had little impact on the beam
behavior beyond causing additional cracks.
During fatigue cycling, no notable degradation in beam stiffness was noted. There was a
small drift in absolute displacements attributable to degradation of the neoprene pads and
‘settling’ of the test frame. Nonetheless, the differential displacement (that measured between 7
and 17 kips applied load) remained essentially constant. Figure 4.3 shows both the deflection
(left axis) and secant stiffness measured between applied loads of 7 and 17 kips (right axis) cycle
histories for Fatigue Test 1. Crack width measurements both during fatigue cycling and
following the fatigue test during a monotonic load cycle to 46 kips were remarkably consistent
and confirmed the measured bar’s stresses. Fatigue Test 1 behaved very well and indicated that
the A1035 bars can maintain 2 million cycles at 31 ksi with little or no apparent damage.

4.5.5

Results of fatigue test 2

Fatigue Test 2 was tested between 04/14/2009 and 04/16/2009. The applied load at mispan was
cycled between 7 and 25 kips at a rate of 1.2Hz. The measured stress range in the A1035
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longitudinal steel was 45.5 ksi in the initial test cycles. One of the four reinforcing bars (a corner
bar, bar 1) experienced a fatigue-induced fracture at N = 155,005. The final instrumented cycle
was N = 100,000. As shown in Figure 4.4, the deflections were increasing with cycling although
the differential displacement (between 7 and 25 kips) remained relatively constant. The secant
stiffness (also measured between 7 and 25 kips) demonstrated some decay in the initial 100,000
cycles. The final data points at N = 155,005 in Figure 4.4 were obtained from a single cycle
following fatigue failure and clearly indicate the effect of the loss of one of the four primary
reinforcing bars. Figure 4.5a shows the ruptured bar following testing. The bar failed at the
location a stirrup which is typical of such fatigue failures as they are often affected by fretting at
the transverse bar locations. Figure 4.5c shows the fracture surface of the bar which is clearly
indicative of a fatigue failure.

4.5.5.1 SEM of fatigue test 2 failure
The failure of a bar at N = 155,005 under S of 45.5 ksi is very close to the prediction which is
thought to be conservative. Therefore an investigation of the fatigue failure surface using
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was conducted (Figure 4.6). The SEM revealed aluminum
(Al) inclusions in the fracture surface (Figure 4.6b) and a significant silicon (Si) inclusion at the
edge of the bar section thought to have served as a crack initiator (Figure 4.6c and Figure 4.6d).
Figure 4.6 provides both the SEM image and backscatter spectral analysis for each image. The
spectrum shown in Figure 4.6a is of the A1035 material and agrees well with the specified
composition of this material (Table 2.1).
The spectrum shown in Figure 4.6b is taken from the dark inclusion shown in the image.
This figure clearly indicates presence of pure aluminum. The aluminum cannot be accounted for.
A1035 material contains no aluminum but the inclusion was apparently embedded in the section
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and therefore unlikely to be contamination occurring following the fracture (there was also no
aluminum used in the test frame or instrumentation). Figures 4.6c and 4.6d show the same
location on opposite faces of the fracture. A 0.3 mm diameter inclusion at the edge of the bar is
evident in these images. The spectrum indicates that this inclusion is silicon. A1035 steel is
specified to have a maximum silicon content of 0.50% (Table 2.1). Therefore, the presence of
silicon should not be a surprise. The size of the inclusion, however, and its location at the edge of
the bar may have resulted in a stress concentration that initiated the fatigue failure of this bar.

4.5.6

Summary of fatigue tests

The CEB S-N relationship for #5 bars (and smaller) given in Equations 4.2, 4.3 and the two S-N
pairs from the tests conducted are shown in Figure 4.7. Since both of the experimental data
points fall above the S-N curve, it may be concluded that the specimen performance exceeded
that predicted by the curve; (i.e.: for a given stress range, S, the fatigue life, N, was higher than
predicted), although not by a significant degree. It is believed, nonetheless, that these tests both
serve as proof tests of the AASHTO LRFD recommendations (Equation 4.5) that presently limits
the fatigue stress range to 24 ksi for the case of tension-tension fatigue (i.e.: fmin > 0).

4.5.7

Effect of fatigue provisions of AASHTO 5.5.3.2

In general, fatigue strength behavior of reinforced concrete members is governed by the behavior
of the internal reinforcement. The geometry and deformation of reinforcement are the main
factors affecting fatigue performance.
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When using higher strength reinforcement, the minimum stress level (fmin) will increase
although likely not in proportion to the increase in service level stress. Thus, the transient stress
range increases. In order to understand the role that fatigue may play in the design of reinforced
concrete flexural members, the following approach was taken.
The following nominal moments are determined at the midspan of a simply supported
beam having length L:

DL

= dead load (self weight). This value is determined for a range of values of
DL/LLlane from 0.5 to 4.0.

LLlane

= specified lane load = 0.64 k/ft (AASHTO LRFD 3.6.1.2.4)

LLtruck

= greatest effect of design tandem (3.6.1.2.3) and design truck (3.6.1.2.2). For a
truck on a simple span, the minimum 32-kip axle spacing of 14 feet is used.

LLfatigue = effect of single design truck having 32-kip axle spacing of 30 feet (3.6.1.4.1)

It is recognized that the maximum moment does not occur exactly at the midspan. However, the
error in making this assumption is quite small and becomes proportionally smaller as the span
length increases (Barker and Puckett 2007).

From these moments, the STRENGTH I and FATIGUE design moments are determined
(AASHTO LRFD 3.4.1):

STRENGTH = 1.25DL + 1.75LLlane + (1.75 x 1.33)LLtruck
FATIGUE = (0.75 x 1.15)LLfatigue
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Where the 1.33 and 1.15 factors are for impact loading (IM) (3.6.2.1).

In order to normalize for distribution, multiple lanes, etc, it is assumed that the
STRENGTH design is optimized; therefore, the stress in the primary reinforcing steel under
STRENGTH conditions is φfy = 0.9fy regardless of bridge geometry. Hence, the reinforcing
stress associated with the FATIGUE load is:

ff = 0.9fy x (FATIGUE/STRENGTH)

Similarly, the minimum sustained load will result in a reinforcing stress of:

fmin = 0.9fy x (DL/STRENGTH)

The stress in the reinforcing steel under FATIGUE conditions is then normalized by the
allowable stress determined from (Equation 4.6):

ff ≤ 24 - 20(fmin/fy) (ksi)

The results from this approach are shown in Figure 4.8 for simple spans L = 10 to 160
feet and DL/LLlane = 0.5, 1, 2 and 4. In this plot, the vertical axis reports the stress range/fatigue
limit ratio: ff /[24 - 20(fmin/fy)]
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Based on this approach, it is not expected that the fatigue limits of 5.5.3.2 will affect
design using fy = 60 ksi over the range considered since the ratio of stress range/fatigue limit is
less than unity for all cases. The effects of using fy = 100 ksi in this simplified scenario include
an expected increase in fmin and ff equal to the ratio of yield strengths = 100/60 = 1.67. As seen in
Figure 4.8, however, the calculated stress range remains below the fatigue limit given by
Equation 4.6 for all spans except those shorter than 20 feet having fy = 100 ksi.
The effect of continuing to use the extant AASHTO equation: fr ≤ 24 - 0.33fmin is
relatively negligible, shifting the 100 ksi curves upwards by less than 5%, in the scenario
presented.
Thus, despite the inherent conservativeness of the AASHTO LRFD fatigue provisions, it
is not believed that these provisions will impact most rational designs. It has been shown that
increasing the usable yield strength of steel decreases the margin of safety against fatigue
although only in the shortest of spans, where vehicular loads dominate behavior. In these cases,
the ‘fatigue check’ fails and additional steel would be required.

4.5.7.1 Slabs
Slabs, being shallower and having a proportionally greater LL/DL ratio may be considered to be
more fatigue sensitive than the generic conditions described above. However, AASHTO LRFD
9.5.3 excludes concrete decks from being investigated for fatigue. AASHTO justifies this
exclusion based on results reported by de V Batchelor et al. (1978). The effectively lower
stresses in slab reinforcement are counterintuitive if one considers a slab as a one-way beam
resisting flexure. However, it has been shown that slabs resist applied loads primarily through
internal arch action (AASHTO 9.7.1) and that the nominal steel required is primarily to resist
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local flexural effects (punching) and to provide confinement such that the arching action may be
developed (Fang 1985 and Holowka et al. 1980).
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Table 4.1 Fatigue stress ranges (fr) corresponding to a fatigue life of 2 million cycles.

Bar Size

#8

#5

#8

#5

#10

#3, #4 & #5
#5

No. tests

157

19

72

not
reported

not
reported

n.r.
1

fy (ksi)
40
60
75
40
60
75
40
75
40
75
40
60
75
40
60
75
40
60
75
40
60
75
40
60
75
49
53
64
88
50
57
70
120
120

fmin
0.10fy

0.30fy
0.10fy
0.30fy
0.25fy

0.10fy

0.40fy

0.10fy

0.10fy
0.17fy
0.16fy
0.13fy
0.10fy
0
0.10fy

fr (ksi)
38
34
39
33
31
32
32
35
28
30
27
31
38
30
30
30
25
25
25
32
33
36
31
29
30
28
28
28
31
30
30
31.5
45
32

reference

Pfister, J.F. and Hognestad,
E. 1964

Lash, SD. 1969

MacGregor, J.G., et al. 1971

Wascheidt, H. 1965

Kokubu, M. and Okamura,
H. 1965
DeJong 2005
present study

Table 4.2 Fatigue limit predictions
N
S

500,000
35 ksi

1,000,000
30 ksi

2,000,000
28 ksi
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10,000,000
23 ksi

20,000,000
22 ksi

100,000,000
18 ksi

stress limit, fr (ksi)

50
45
40
fmin = 0.1fy
0.1fy<fmin<0.3fy
fmin>0.3fy
fmin not specified
DeJong 2005
present study

35
30
25
20
30

50

70

90

110

130

steel yield strength, fy (ksi)
Figure 4.1 Observed 2 million cycle stress limits as a function of minimum stress level, fmin.
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(a) Fatigue specimen test 1, before loading

(b) Fatigue specimen test 1at 2 million cycles
Figure 4.2 Fatigue specimen test 1.
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0.5

31.5

0.4
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0.2
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N

Figure 4.3 Cumulative damage curves for Fatigue test 1.

1.4

deflection at 25 kips

18.5

1.2
18.0

Deflection (in.)

1.0
17.5
0.8
17.0
0.6
16.5

secant stiffness

0.4

deflection at 7 kips
16.0

0.2

15.5

0.0
0

25,000

50,000

75,000

100,000

125,000

150,000

175,000

200,000

N

Figure 4.4 Cumulative damage curves for Fatigue test 2.
(fatigue failure occurred prior to obtaining the final data point)
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Secant stiffness from 7 to 17 kips (kips/in)

19.0

1.6

(a) location of bar fracture (beam is inverted, cover has been removed).

(b) fatigue fracture of bar 1.

(c) fracture surface.

Figure 4.5 Fatigue failure of single bar in Fatigue Test 2.
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(a) fracture and backscatter spectrum of MMFX steel
(boxes indicate region of images c and d)

(b) Aluminum inclusion (darker inclusion right of
center; long thin piece is steel)

(c) ‘male’ side of Silicon inclusion

(d) ‘female’ side of Silicon inclusion

Figure 4.6 SEM images of failure surface.
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Figure 4.7 Predicted and experimental S-N data.
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Figure 4.8 Fatigue stress as proportion of AASHTO 5.5.3.2 fatigue limit
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5.0 SERVICEABILITY: DEFLECTION AND CRACK CONTROL

A reinforced concrete member is typically designed based on strength requirements applying
appropriate load and material resistance factors. This approach is referred to as ultimate limit
states design and is the foundation of ACI and AASHTO’s load and resistance factor design
(LRFD) approaches. Deflection and crack control are important performance criteria that need to
be checked to ensure the structure remains serviceable under the specified loading conditions. In
an LRFD design approach, these checks follow the strength design.

5.1

DEFLECTION CONTROL FOR SERVICEABILITY OF REINFORCED
CONCRETE

In design code specifications, deflections in a concrete structure are controlled by either limiting
the span to depth ratio of the member, resulting in a minimum member thickness (which, if
respected usually mitigates the need to make complex deflection check calculations) or ensuring
that calculated deflection values do not exceed specified limits that are often based on maximum
deflection to span ratios. Minimum member thickness values in building codes (ACI 318-08) are
calibrated for ‘standard’ cases and are therefore applicable only for members not supporting or
attached to partitions or other construction likely to be damaged by large deflections and do not
apply when the partitions are susceptible to cracking (Scanlon and Choi 1999). However, it has
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been recommended that deflection values always be calculated and the code-prescribed
minimum thickness values only be used for preliminary selection of member size (although in
practice this is rarely the case). Since the calculation of deflection is onerous, most software
packages used for design of reinforced concrete structures include the calculation of deflections;
most use an effective moment of inertia to compute deflection (Scanlon et al. 2001). It is noted
that minimum member and slab thickness values in bridge codes (AASHTO 2007) are based on
serviceability requirements intended to ensure durability (including sufficient depth to permit a
sacrificial wearing surface), to control vibration (stiff and massive structural system) and to
mitigate fatigue issues in the reinforcing steel (ensuring the transient stress in the steel is low).
The latter is accomplished by requiring slab details that promote the development of arching
action.
The following discussions are limited to flexural deformations. For members having a
shear span less than four (i.e.: disturbed regions), the effects of shear distortion need to be added
to the calculated deformations. Shear deformations are beyond the scope of the present work.

5.1.1

Deflection of reinforced concrete members

Deflection of a member is calculated by double integration of the curvature along the span
length. For an elastic member, the curvature, φ, may be calculated as φ = M/EI , where EI is the
flexural stiffness of the cross section of the member. The deflection of a member, therefore, is a
function of the span length, support or end conditions, the type of loading and the flexural
stiffness. In general, the deflection of an elastic member can be expressed as:
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𝛥=𝑘

𝑀𝐿2

(5.1)

𝐸𝐼

Where,
k = a factor depending on the degree of fixity of the supports;
M = the applied moment (kips-in);
L = clear span length (ft);
E = elastic modulus (ksi);
I = moment of inertia of the section (in4).

Based on the flexural behavior of a reinforced concrete member, the tension side of the
neutral axis may be uncracked, partially cracked, or fully cracked, depending on the loads, load
history and material strengths. The modulus of concrete, Ec, is assumed to be unaffected by
loading; therefore, in order to apply an elastic analysis, three different values of I must be
considered depending on the section condition. When the section is uncracked, the value of I is
equal to Ig, the gross section moment of inertia. When fully cracked, I = Icr, the cracked moment
of inertia which is determined from equilibrium considering ultimate stress conditions. North
American design codes (including ACI 318-08 and AASHTO 2007) use an effective moment of
inertia, Ie, that was originally proposed by Branson (1963, 1977) to calculate beam deflections
when the beam section is partially cracked; i.e. when the beam behavior falls between that of Ig
and Icr.
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5.1.2

Evaluation of effective moment of inertia

5.1.2.1 Branson’s equation
Branson (1963) utilized a number of experimental curvatures and deflections to obtain an
empirical relationship for the effective moment of inertia of a cracked concrete section, Ie.
Branson’s equation incorporates the effects of steel reinforcing ratio, cracking on deflections of
simple and continuous reinforced concrete beams. This approach includes the effects of moment
redistribution due to cracking in computing deflections of statically indeterminate beams. Based
on experimental results, Branson developed the following equation for computing the effective
moment of inertia of cracked reinforced concrete beams and one-way slabs.

𝑀𝑐𝑟 𝑚

𝐼𝑒 = 𝐼𝑐𝑟 + (𝐼𝑔 − 𝐼𝑐𝑟 ) �

𝑀𝑎

� ≤ 𝐼𝑔

(5.2)

Where
Ma = is the applied moment at which deflections are calculated (Ma > Mcr);
m = an empirically derived exponent; Branson reports m = 3 to account for average properties
along a span;
Mcr = cracking moment of the member given as:
𝑀𝑐𝑟 = 𝑓𝑐𝑟 𝑦⁄𝐼𝑔

(5.3)

Where

fcr = the cracking stress of concrete usually expressed as a scalar multiple of �𝑓𝑐 ′; and

y = the distance from the uncracked neutral axis to the extreme tension face of the member.
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Equation 5.2 is widely known as Branson’s equation. It is noted that the value of Ie
calculated using Equation 5.2 is only slightly smaller than Ig in cases where Ma is only
marginally larger than Mcr. This case generally occurs in members having a low reinforcement
ratio, typically ρ < 0.006. For such members the calculated Ie is very sensitive to changes of Mcr
(Gilbert 1999). Therefore, Equation 5.2 may overestimate the effective moment of inertia for
lightly reinforced members when flexure members have an Ig/Icr ratio greater than 3 (Scanlon et
al. 2001, Bischoff 2005 and Gilbert 2006). Bischoff (2005) reports that Branson’s equation
underestimates short-term deflection for concrete members when the reinforcing ratio is less than
approximately 1% for beams having an Ig/Icr ratio greater than 3. Nonetheless, Branson’s
approach was quite innovative at the time; his expression for Ie represents a gradual transition
from the uncracked flexural stiffness, EIg, to the fully cracked stiffness, EIcr, as loading on the
member increases beyond the cracking point.
There have been several attempts by different investigators to modify Branson’s equation
aiming to improve the accuracy of the predicted deflections; these are briefly discussed below.
With the exception of Rangan (1982), none of these modifications has been adopted by building
codes; Branson’s equation remains the standard calculation for the effective moment of inertia of
a cracked section.

Grossman (1981)
Grossman (1981) carried out a parametric study computing the effective moment of inertia using
Branson’s equation for various beams and one-way slabs having different material and sectional
properties. Based on the results, Grossman developed the following equation for calculating Ie,
which eliminates the requirement of computing Icr.
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k* in Equation 5.4 provides adjustments for section shape, material properties and strength of the
section, and is determined as follows.
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(5.5)

where
wc = unit weight of concrete (kg/m3)
fy = yield strength of steel (MPa).

Rangan (1982)
Rangan (1982) computed the effective moment of inertia, Ie, using Branson’s equation, for a
number of simply supported rectangular beams and one way slabs under service load. The mid
span moment Ma in Branson’s equation was replaced by the service moment Ms, which was
calculated as the moment when the steel stress is equal to the yield stress, fy. Based on these
results, the following equation was proposed.

If nρ > 0.045,
If nρ ≤ 0.045,

𝐼𝑒

𝑏𝑑 3
𝐼𝑒

𝑏𝑑 3

= 0.1599�𝑛𝜌

(5.6)

= 0.0019/𝑛𝜌
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Where
n = Es/Ec modular ratio.

This approach was used by Standard Association of Australia (AS 3600, 2001) in the
development of the equation to calculate the span-to-effective depth ratio for controlling
deflections of beams and one-way slabs.

Al Zaid et al. (1991)
Branson’s equation was developed using the results of test beams subjected to uniformly
distributed loads. Based on test results, Al Zaid et al. (1991) suggested that the value of Ie
calculated using Branson’s equation (5.2) may be increased by 20% for beams subjected to
central point loads. It is noted, however, that few such members exist in practice.

Al Shaik and Al Zaid (1993)
Results of experiments carried out by Al Shaik and Al Zaid (1993) indicate that the value of m in
Branson’s equation decreases with increased tensile reinforcement ratio ρ. It was proposed to
calculate the value of m (Equation 5.2) using the following equation.

𝑚 = 3 − 0.8𝜌

(5.7)

Fikry and Thomas (1998)
An improvement to Branson’s equation was proposed by Fikry and Thomas (1998) as shown in
Equation 5.8:
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𝐼𝑒 = 𝐼𝑐𝑟𝑒 + (𝐼𝑔 − 𝐼𝑐𝑟𝑒 )𝑒 𝛷

(5.8)

where,

𝛷 = −�
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(5.9)
𝑏𝑑3

(5.10)

in which Lcr for a beam is defined as
𝐿𝑐𝑟 = 𝐿(1 −

𝑀𝑐𝑟
𝑀𝑎

2𝑎/𝐿), a is the length of the shear span,

ρ = the reinforcement ratio

α and β = constants depending on the value of nρ.

5.1.2.2 Tension stiffening
Cracking significantly affects the behavior of reinforced concrete structures. Once cracked, the
reinforcement is assumed to carry all of the tensile force at the cracks; however, concrete
continues to carry tensile load between the cracks through bond between the reinforcing bar and
the concrete. This phenomenon is called tension stiffening. The tension stiffening effect in a
cracked reinforced concrete member decreases with an increase of loading (Piyasena 2002); i.e.:
after cracking, the load carried by the concrete gradually decreases as the applied load (moment)
continues to increase. The ability of concrete to carry tension between cracks increases member
stiffness thereby affecting deformation and crack widths.
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Tension stiffening also plays an important role in nonlinear analysis of reinforced
concrete. The degree of tension stiffening is directly related to the area, modulus and bond
characteristics of the reinforcement, and crack spacing. Other parameters affecting tension
stiffening include the distribution of reinforcement, bar diameter, tensile strength of concrete and
concrete cover (Piyasena 2002).The area of concrete around the bars contributes to the tension
stiffening effect. Tension stiffening increases with a decrease in reinforcement ratio. Concrete
strength can influence the tension stiffening behavior in two different ways. Firstly, high strength
concrete requires higher loads to crack the section. Secondly, better bond between concrete and
reinforcement allows stresses to be transferred more effectively between the bar and concrete
making the average stress contribution of concrete proportionally greater. It is further observed
that bond degradation occurs near cracks at an early stage and that this degradation migrates
away from the crack with increasing load (Sooriyaarachchi et al 2005).
The tension stiffening factor is zero when there is no bond between reinforcement and
concrete. In concrete reinforced with conventional steel bars (A615 steel bars), tension stiffening
falls to zero once the steel yields, since member capacity is limited to the yield force of the
reinforcement at the crack locations (Assuming elastic-perfectly plastic behavior).

5.1.2.3 Bischoff’s equation
Bischoff and Paixao (2004) and Bishcoff (2005 and 2007) used the concept of tension stiffening
to determine the effective moment of inertia of concrete sections. They modeled the concrete
contribution to reinforced beam behavior with a tension stiffening factor χts = Δφ/ Δφmax that
decreases with increasing load once the member has cracked (Figure 5.1). The maximum tension
stiffening curvature at first cracking is given by:
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Δφmax = Mcr (1 – Icr/Ig) / EIcr

(5.11)

The change in curvature relative to the cracked member response is called the tension
stiffening curvature Δφ = χts∆φmax and is used to define a rational expression for the effective
moment of inertia Ie. Figure 5.1a shows the definition of effective stiffness, EIe (given as EcIe in
the figure) and Figure 5.1b shows values used to derive this stiffness. The equation is provided
for the effective moment of inertia.
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(5.12)

Where
η = 1 – Icr / Ig ;
φa is the curvature at Ma.
Approximating the tension stiffening factor χts as being equal to Mcr /Ma gives:
𝐼𝑒 =

𝐼𝑐𝑟
𝑀𝑐𝑟
1−η(
�𝑀 )2
𝑎

≤ 𝐼𝑔

(5.13)

This approximation assumes that the tension stiffening curvature varies inversely with
bar stress at the crack locations. That is, χts ≈ fb,cr/fb, where fb,cr is the stress in the bar at first
cracking and fb is the stress in the bar at a crack at Ma. This approximation is justified by results
reported by Nemirovsky (1949), Rao and Subrahmanyam (1973) and Rostasy et al. (1976).
Equation 5.13 has come to be referred to as Bischoff’s equation.
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5.1.2.4 Evaluation of Branson and Bischoff equations
The effective moments of inertia, given by Branson’s (Equation 5.2) and Bischoff’s (5.13)
equations are shown in Figure 5.2 as a function of the ratio Ma / Mcr for a simply supported beam.
The values are calculated for beams having reinforcing ratios of ρ = 0.2, 0.5, 1 and 2% and all
plots are normalized by Ig.
As required, for values of maximum moment Ma less than the cracking moment Mcr, both
equations give Ie = Ig. As expected, with increasing values of Ma, Ie approaches Icr, For all cases,
Ie ≈ Icr for values of Ma/Mcr > 3. Typical values of Ma / Mcr at service load range from about 1 to
4 for a beam reinforced with ASTM A615 and about 1 to 6 for a beam reinforced with ASTM
A1035 (Bischoff 2007). The significant difference between the equations is for values of Ma/Mcr
< 3 in beams having ρ < 0.01. In these cases, Branson’s equation overestimates the value of Ie.
Another ‘quirk’ of Branson’s equation is that Ie/Ig does not trend to zero as ρ trends to zero as it
logically must for an unreinforced concrete beam. Bischoff’s equation does yield Ie/Ig = 0 at ρ =
0.
The concept of tension stiffening for determining the effective moment of inertia can be
also seen in Branson’s equation. The value of m = 3 in Branson’s equation accounts for both
tension stiffening and the variation of member stiffness along the beam length. Bischoff
described tension stiffening as the major factor affecting overall stiffness and corresponding
deformation of a reinforced concrete member. Bischoff’s expression provides more accurate
predictions of deflections than Branson’s equation in cases having a steel reinforcement ratio less
than approximately 1%, corresponding to an Ig/Icr ratio greater than 3 (Bischoff 2005). Bischoff’s
expression has also been shown to accurately account for cases having reinforcement with a
relatively low modulus such as FRP (Bischoff 2005). Bischoff’s expression is more
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phenomenological in the sense that it considers a decreasing trend for tension stiffening with
increasing strain after cracking. Finally, Bischoff’s equation is based on fundamental mechanics
and does not rely upon empirical calibration as does Branson’s; thus, Bischoff’s equation is
thought to be more versatile in accounting for a wider range of material properties.

5.1.3

Deflection in concrete members reinforced with high strength steel bars

A reinforced concrete member is typically designed based on strength at ultimate loads and is
checked for deflection and crack control at service loads. Although the controls are conservative,
based on limiting stresses in the structure at service loads, the adoption of higher strength
materials has led to an increase in serviceability problems. The material strength of
reinforcement and concrete, bond characteristics, size of a member, and amount of reinforcement
are all factors affecting the development of cracks and member deflections. Concrete members
reinforced with high strength steel bars have different behavior, particularly at the resulting
higher service loads, compared to concrete members reinforced with conventional steel bars.
Using a higher strength reinforcing material with higher elastic service stresses may allow
engineers to design members with a lower amount of reinforcement. This approach affects the
flexural stiffness, EIe, of a cracked reinforced concrete member and results in different deflection
and cracking behaviors.

5.1.3.1 Analytical study of deflection
A fundamental issue in using A1035 or any other high strength reinforcing steel is that the stress
at service load (fs; assumed to on the order of 0.6fy) is expected to be greater than with
conventional 60 Grade steel. Consequently, the service load reinforcing strains (i.e.: εs = fs/E) are
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greater. This larger strain affects deflection and crack widths at service loads. In the following
sections, discussion focuses on the behavior at loads corresponding to longitudinal reinforcing
bar stresses of 36, 60 and 72 ksi, representing service load levels (i.e.: 0.6fy) for steel having fy =
60, 100 and 120 ksi, respectively. At these service load stresses, the use of E = 29,000 ksi for all
steel grades is acceptable (see Section 2.1.2) although experimentally determined R-O curves
have been used in all cases to calculate stress from measured steel strains. The use the R-O
curves in the analyses permit higher stresses to be considered where E shows some softening
behavior.
The results of six flexural beam specimens (F1 through F6) tested at the University of
Cincinnati as part of the NCHRP 12-77 study (Shahrooz et al. 2010) are used as a basis for
comparison. These beams were all reinforced with A1035 longitudinal reinforcing bars. Details
of the 16 in. deep by 12 in. wide beam sections are given in Table 5.1. All beams were tested in
symmetric four-point flexure over a simple of span of 20 ft having a constant moment region of
3 ft.

5.1.3.2 Deflections of flexural members
Table 5.2 summarizes the midspan deflections of all flexural beam specimens (F1 through F6)
corresponding to longitudinal bar stresses of 36, 60 and 72 ksi. The experimentally measured
deflections include the actual beam deflection but also test set-up compliance but do not include
deflection due to self weight. Also shown in Table 5.2, the deflections are calculated using both
the Branson (Equation 5.2) and Bischoff (Equation 5.13) formulations for effective moment of
inertia (Ie). In calculating the applied moment (Ma in Equation 5.2 and 5.13), the self weight of
the beam is taken into account; thus, for thus the effective moment of inertia is based on the
appropriate cracked section for the load level considered:
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𝑀𝑎 =

𝑃𝑎
2

+

𝑤𝐿2

(5.14)

8

where:
P = total applied load in four point bending (sum of two point loads);
w = self weight of beam, taken as 16.7 lb/in. in all cases;
L = length of simple span, 240 in. in all cases;
a = length of shear span, 102 in. in all cases.

In the formulations of effective moment of inertia (Equations 5.2 and 5.13), the moment
to cause cracking is calculated as 80% of the moment corresponding to modulus of rupture
(AASHTO §5.4.2.6):

0.24�𝑓𝑐′ 𝐼𝑔

𝑀𝑐𝑟 = 0.8 �

𝑦𝑡

�

(ksi)

(5.15)

where:
Ig = moment of inertia of gross concrete section.
yt = neutral axis of gross concrete section, nominally 8 in.

The use of the reduced value of Mcr accounts for cases where the applied moment (Ma) is
only slightly less than the unrestrained Mcr (based on 0.24√fc’) since factors such as shrinkage
and temperature may still cause a section to crack over time (Scanlon and Bischoff 2008).
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In the calculation of deflection, the self weight is neglected since this component of the
deflection is also not included in the experimentally determined deflections, against which
comparisons are made. For the beams considered, the deflection associated with beam self
weight is approximately 19%, 11% and 9% of the deflections corresponding to applied load at
bar stress levels of 36, 60 and 72 ksi, respectively. The midspan deflections associated with the
applied four point bending are calculated as:

𝛥=

𝑃𝐿3

48𝐸𝑐 𝐼𝑒

𝑎

𝑎

�3 � � − 4( )3 �
𝐿

(5.16)

𝐿

The Branson and Bischoff formulations yield very similar results for the specimens
tested. The correlation between the formulations is not as good for the lower reinforcing ratio of
0.007 (beam F3). This observation is consistent with the observation that Branson’s equation
underestimates short-term deflection for concrete members when the reinforcing ratio is less than
approximately 0.01 (Bischoff 2005). While both equations are suitable for calculating
deflections, the Bischoff approach is based on fundamental mechanics and may therefore be
applied for any type of elastic reinforcing material. The Branson formulation is empirical and
calibrated for mild steel.

5.2

CRACK CONTROL IN REINFORCED CONCRETE MEMBERS

Crack development and control of cracks are among the most important considerations in the
design of reinforced concrete structures. Cracks in reinforced concrete cannot be expected to be
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eliminated and therefore must be controlled to ensure durability of the structure. For bridges and
buildings, the primary concern with cracking is that it permits water (and salts) to reach the
reinforcing steel resulting in corrosion. In containment type structures (tanks, pipes, pressure
vessels), cracking also leads to leaking although this issue is beyond the scope of the present
study. The basic concepts of cracking in reinforced concrete beams using conventional steel bars
are fairly well understood and parameters affecting crack size and distribution are generally
accepted. However, the problem of crack formation and development is a complex one involving
a great many parameters and hence some of the conclusions regarding the significance of these
parameters remain questionable, particularly when applied to non-conventional materials. With
the allowed use of high-strength reinforcing bars and higher permissible steel stresses, a great
deal of renewed research and study on cracking is warranted. A survey of available literature
follows; the objectives of this literature survey are:
•

To develop an understanding of the factors affecting the formation of cracking, the
development of the crack pattern, and the size (width or opening dimension) of the
cracks.

•

To investigate critical crack widths and crack spacing as affected by high-strength steel
bars and/or high bar stresses.

•

To evaluate current approaches to controlling cracks and their relative effectiveness, and
to evaluate these in the context of high-strength reinforcing steel.

•

To provide a survey of aesthetic concerns associated with cracking to help guide the
determination of “allowable crack widths”.
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This study is concerned primarily with cracks caused by flexural and tensile stresses, but
temperature, shrinkage, shear, and torsion can also lead to cracking.

5.2.1

Crack formation

Crack formation refers to the incidence of any narrow, irregular opening of indefinite dimensions
resulting from shrinkage, flexural or direct tension stresses, or internal expansion resulting from
the products of corrosion or deleterious aggregates. The incidence of flexural and direct tension
cracking that occurs at various stages is defined in relation to the stresses in the reinforcement at
the cracked section (Reis et al. 1965). Since steel has a constant modulus (at service load levels)
regardless of grade, this approach is possibly better described with respect to steel strain, rather
than stress. Nonetheless, the following description of load-induced cracking in a tension zone is
based on stress as reported by Reis et al.:

1. The first stage of cracking is concerned with those cracks produced by shrinkage, corrosive
effects, and low flexural loads in which the measured steel stress is well below 14 ksi (εs ≈
0.0005). Cracks of this type are referred to as primary cracks.
2. The second stage of cracking is concerned with those cracks which result from the difference
in inextensibility between the concrete and steel, and the bonding forces that exist between
the two. Cracks formed by this mechanism are referred to as secondary cracks. Secondary
crack formation is usually studied by examining the portion of the beam between two
successive primary cracks or by analyzing the model of an axially loaded reinforced concrete
prism in tension (as is done in this study). The steel stresses during the second stage of
cracking are usually greater than 14 ksi (εs > 0.0005). There is considerable disagreement
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among the theories of secondary cracking concerning the significance of the variables
involved, especially the nature of the bond stress distribution along the reinforcement
between two successive primary cracks.
3. The third stage of cracking, also referred to as the equilibrium stage, occurs when no further
secondary cracks can be formed, and existing cracks continue to widen. The steel stress is
usually greater than 30 ksi (εs > 0.001) at this stage of cracking.

Although the initiation of primary cracks are important, the main concern of this research
is with the distribution of second and third stage cracks which occur at higher steel stresses.

5.2.2

Crack control

Crack control is provided by proportioning/detailing structural elements so that the computed
crack width is less than some prescribed value. The prescribed value may be related to the need
for water-tightness, anticipated durability or exposure concerns, or be based on aesthetics.
Having established an allowable crack width, it is necessary to incorporate methods of control
which will ensure that cracking will not exceed the allowable limit. Effective methods of crack
control involve measures which will give a favorable distribution of cracks. Good crack
distribution is usually characterized by a larger number of fine cracks rather than a small number
of wide cracks. The establishment of a good criterion for crack control is derived from a study of
the various equations relating crack width and spacing. The full utilization of high-strength
reinforcement in the design of reinforced concrete members will, in most cases, involve the
development of larger cracks under service loads because of the higher allowable stresses. It is
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possible, therefore, that the permissible tensile stress in the reinforcement may be limited by
allowable crack widths.

5.2.3

Early investigations of flexural and axial tension cracking

5.2.3.1 Flexural members
Since the early investigations of the effects of reinforcement on the strain capacity of concrete,
there have been extensive studies on cracking in reinforced concrete flexural members.
Considère (1906) was the first to establish that the crack spacing in beams increased with the
diameter of the longitudinal reinforcement. This finding was confirmed by the tests of Graf
(1921) who also showed that crack width decreased with an increase in roughness of the
reinforcement (improved bond characteristics), and that crack width was approximately
proportional to crack spacing. Graf concluded from a review of previous tests on reinforced
concrete beams that crack development can be limited to numerous fine cracks by proper
arrangement of the reinforcement.
In 1933, Westergaard (1933) developed a method, based on elasticity theory, for
calculating the stresses, deformations, crack widths, and curvature in the vicinity of an individual
crack. The equations suggest the relative advantage of the utilization of smaller reinforcing bars.
Thomas (1936) presented equations for average crack spacing and width which were in
good agreement with available test data. His equations are identical to those resulting from an
assumed parabolic bond stress distribution. It was suggested that these equations could be
adapted to flexural members by defining an equivalent reinforcing percentage. Thomas noted
that the relationship between steel stress and crack width was not entirely linear (Figure 5.3) and
that crack width decreased with an increase in steel percentage. The non-linear relationship of
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crack width and steel stress was due to the low tensile strength of the reinforcement. The use of
higher strength steel bars in concrete will lead to an equivalent flexural capacity with a smaller
area of reinforcing steel. Therefore, the development of a crack pattern and crack spacing would
be different. However, the question remains as to whether or not the crack spacing continues to
decreases while the stress on the reinforcement increases. In other words, it is still unknown
whether a flexural member with high strength reinforcing will exhibit more cracks at its service
load (typically taken as a steel stress, fs = 0.6fy) or exhibit larger crack widths. Based on Figure
5.3, since using high-strength steel bars will decrease the amount of steel in a concrete section, it
may be hypothesized that there will be an increase in crack widths at higher service load levels.
Theoretical and experimental results by Romualdi and Batson (1963) further support the
crack control advantages of distributing the reinforcement so that, for a given reinforcement
ratio, the reinforcement would be as closely spaced as possible. It was found that the tensile
cracking strength of concrete increased in proportion to the inverse square root of the
reinforcement spacing.
Mathey and Watstein (1960) performed a series of flexural beam tests to determine the
effect of the magnitude of steel stresses and nature of the stress-strain characteristics of different
bar types on various cracking deformations. They obtained relationships between the computed
steel stresses and the beam deflections, width and spacing of cracks, and strains in the steel and
concrete.
Hognestad (1961) performed flexural tests to determine the significance of certain design
factors that could be used to control cracking. The test results confirmed the hypothesis of Rehm
(1957) that crack width is not proportional to crack spacing.
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Kaar and Mattock (1963) conducted tests on flexural members reinforced with steel
having yield strengths of 50 ksi and 60 ksi (high-strength for the time) deformed bars with the
purpose of establishing design criteria for crack control. An analysis of the data resulted in a
simple empirical equation indicating that crack width is essentially proportional to steel stress
and, for a given steel stress, proportional to the area of concrete surrounding each bar. The
empirical relationship for crack width, w, was found to be:

4

𝑤 = 0.115 √𝐴 𝑓𝑠 × 10−3

(5.17)

Where
A = Ae/n, is the area of concrete in tension surrounding each bar
n = number of bars in concrete area effectively subjected to uniform tension, Ae
fs = tensile stress in the reinforcement at a crack; the equation applies for fs < 70 ksi.

5.2.3.2 Tension cracking
When a reinforced concrete member is loaded gradually in pure tension, cracking of the concrete
will take place in one or more places along the length of the member when the tensile stress in
the concrete exceeds the tensile strength of the concrete. After cracking, the tensile stress in the
concrete adjacent to the crack is relieved because of the slip that takes place between the
concrete and reinforcement. Tensile stress in the concrete between cracks is present because of
the bond between the reinforcement and concrete. The distribution and magnitude of the bond
stress along the reinforcement will determine the distribution of the concrete stress between
cracks along the length of the member (see Figure 5.4a). As tension loading is increased,
cracking will continue to take place until the stress in the concrete does not exceed the concrete
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tensile strength because of excessive slip and reduction of distance between cracks. Essentially,
the distance between cracks becomes sufficiently small that the stress to cause concrete cracking
can no longer be developed by the reinforcing present. When this condition is reached, the crack
spacing reaches its minimum, but the crack widths will continue to increase as the tensile stress
in the reinforcement increases (third stage cracking as described by Reis et al. 1965). Assuming
this behavior to be valid and that second stage cracking is fully developed by 30 ksi (Reis et al.),
it may be hypothesized that crack patterns in members having high strength reinforcing steel will
not vary from those having conventional steel. Thus, only crack width and not crack spacing will
be affected by utilizing the higher steel strength.
The cracking behavior of reinforced concrete members in axial tension is similar to that
of flexural members, except that the maximum crack width is larger than that predicted by the
expressions for flexural members (Broms 1965a,b). The lack of strain gradient and restraint
imposed by the compression zone of flexural members is probably the reason for the larger
tensile crack width. Data are limited, but it appears that the maximum tensile crack width can be
expressed in a form similar to that used for flexural crack width (ACI 224R-01, 2001):

𝑤 = 0.10 𝑓𝑠 3�𝑑𝑐 𝐴𝑠 × 10−3

(5.18)

Where
dc = Minimum concrete cover to centroid of steel at the tensile face.
As = Ae/n, is the effective area of concrete in surrounding each bar
Ae = the area of concrete having the same centroid as the n reinforcing bars
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A more complicated procedure for predicting crack width in tension members has been
developed that incorporates both slip and bond stress (Yang and Chen 1988).

5.2.4

Methods of effective crack control

The final crack pattern in a member is determined at the end of the second stage of cracking
(Reis et al. 1965). Therefore, the methods used of controlling the spacing and width of secondary
cracks are most important to the overall performance of a member. Based on the early studies
reported above, the following are the main factors involved in the control of the final crack
pattern: a) reinforcement stress, b) the bond characteristics of reinforcement, c) the distribution
of reinforcement over the effective concrete area subject to tension, d) the diameter of
reinforcement, e) the percentage of reinforcement, f) the concrete cover over the reinforcement,
and g) the material properties of the concrete.

5.2.4.1 Reinforcement stress
Steel stress is proportional to the maximum crack width. To optimize reinforcing bar utilization,
stresses under service conditions should exceed 0.50fy and are typically assumed to be about
0.60fy to 0.66fy (ACI 318 assumptions at different times). When high-strength reinforcing bars
having yield strengths higher than 60 ksi are used, the optimal stress utilization exceeds 30 ksi.
This stress is the value used by Reis et al. (1965) to establish that the crack pattern of a member.
At stresses higher than this threshold, no further cracking is expected, and only crack widths
increase as the stress is increased.
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5.2.4.2 Bond characteristics
Crack spacing and width are decreased by increasing the bond strength between the
reinforcement and concrete. Bond is affected by the mechanical deformation (ribs) on the bars.
There is no reason to assume any difference in bond strength between high strength and
conventional bars having the same deformation or rib patterns. Although the bar deformation
patterns are the same for conventional A615 and high strength A1035 reinforcing steel, some
researchers have reported improved bond performance with A1035 (Sumpter 2007 and Zeno
2009). This apparent improvement is believed to result from the deformations in A1035 steel
being more pronounced due to the rolling requirements of this tougher grade of steel.

5.2.4.3 Distribution of reinforcement
Probably the most important method of controlling cracks from the design viewpoint is the
distribution of the reinforcement over the tension zone. Kaar and Mattock (1963) concluded that
the best crack control is obtained when the reinforcing bars are well distributed over the effective
concrete area subject to tension. The effective distribution of the reinforcement provides the
maximum utilization of the concrete in the tension zone by enabling it to sustain as much of the
tension load as is possible for a given number bars and steel percentage. The maximum crack
width can be decreased by minimizing the area of concrete surrounding each bar (Reis et al.
1965). These observations lead to the rule of thumb that “a greater number of smaller diameter
bars are preferred to a small number of larger bars.”

5.2.4.4 Diameter of reinforcement
The maximum crack width that occurs in a member with a specified effective area of concrete in
tension and steel reinforcing ratio (ρ = As/Ac) can be decreased by decreasing the diameter of the
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reinforcing bars. This is because small bars have a larger surface area-to-volume ratio and thus
have proportionally greater surface area through which the steel stresses are transferred to the
concrete. The use of a large number of reinforcing bars of small diameter allows the tensile stress
in the concrete to approach a more uniform distribution. Limitation on the use of small diameter
bars, however, include economic and fabrication considerations.

5.2.4.5 Reinforcing ratio
If the bar diameter and effective concrete area in tension are kept constant, an increase in the
percentage of reinforcement will decrease the spacing and width of cracks. Of course, as the steel
ratio is increased, it should be properly distributed over the tension zone as discussed in the
previous sections. The reinforcement ratio (ρ = As/Ac) is not as important as the effective
reinforcement ratio of the tension zone (ρe = As/Ae) with respect to crack control.

5.2.4.6 Concrete cover
The maximum crack width is generally smallest at the reinforcement and increases with distance
through the concrete surrounding the reinforcement. Therefore, increasing the concrete cover
will cause an increase in the maximum crack width that occurs at the exterior surface of the
member although the crack behavior at the reinforcing bar remains unchanged. Clark (1956)
found that crack width at the face of a beam increases linearly with the distance between the steel
centroid and tensile face. Hognestad (1961) found that the crack width at the level of the steel on
the beam sides increases somewhat with side cover. Increased cover, on the other hand, can serve
to resist splitting types of failures and the associated longitudinal cracking. Section curvature
also amplifies crack width.
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5.2.4.7 Material properties of concrete
The material properties of concrete do not strongly influence the maximum crack width that is
likely to occur. This disconnection is apparently due to the fact that the other parameters
affecting crack widths are related in such a way that the strength properties of the concrete are
cancelled. It is difficult to state whether it is more advantageous to use a concrete with a high
strain capacity or a higher tensile strength. Each of these material properties theoretically affects
crack width by its influence on the effective concrete area in tension, bond characteristics,
position of the neutral axis, and modular ratio. Shrinkage and creep characteristics may be more
important, especially affecting crack initiation (Reis et al. 1965).

5.2.5

Code provisions and expressions for cracking and crack control

Gergely and Lutz (1968) made an extensive statistical evaluation of data from previous
investigations. They examined a large number of equations and variables and reached the
following conclusions regarding the factors affecting the crack width:

a) The steel stress is the most important variable.
b) The cover thickness is an important variable but is not the only consideration.
c) The bar diameter is not a major variable.
d) The size of the side crack width is reduced by the proximity of the compression zone in
flexural members.
e) The bottom crack width increases with the strain gradient through the depth of the section
(i.e.: thinner sections exhibit proportionally greater crack widths).
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f) The major variables are the effective area of concrete in tension, Ae, the number of bars n, the
side or bottom cover, ts or tb, and the steel stress, fs.

Gergely and Lutz proposed two equations that best fit all the experimental data to predict
the most probable maximum crack width in reinforced concrete flexural members: For the most
probable maximum crack width in a constant moment region at the level of the reinforcement:

𝑤𝑠 = 0.091 × 10−3

3

�𝑡 𝑠 𝐴
𝑡

1+ℎ𝑠

1

(𝑓𝑠 − 5)

(5.19a)

Which is conventionally simplified:

𝑤𝑠 = 0.076 × 10−3

3

�𝑡 𝑠 𝐴
2

1+3𝑡𝑠 /ℎ1

𝑓𝑠

(5.19b)

For the most probable maximum crack width in a constant moment region on the bottom (or
tension) face of the beam:

𝑤𝑏 = 0.091 × 10−3 3�𝑡𝑏 𝐴(𝑓𝑠 − 5)

(5.20a)

Which is conventionally simplified:

𝑤𝑏 = 0.076 × 10−3 3�𝑡𝑏 𝐴𝑅𝑓𝑠

(5.20b)
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Where
As = Ae/n, is the effective area of concrete surrounding each bar (in2);
Ae = the area of concrete having the same centroid as the n reinforcing bar (in2);
fs = steel stress calculated by elastic cracked section analysis (ksi);
R = h2/h1 (also known as β);
tb = bottom cover measured from the center of lowest bar (in);
ts = side cover measured from the center of outer bar (also known as dc) (in);
h1 = (1-k)d;
h2= h-kd;
d = effective depth of beam;
h = overall depth of beam;
k = distance from neutral axis to compression face divided by effective depth of beam

5.2.5.1 ACI 318
In pre-1999 ACI code applications, the Gergely-Lutz equation (5.20) was recast so that the crack
width was implicit rather than explicit:

𝑧 = 𝑓𝑠 3�𝑑𝑐 𝐴

(5.21)

Where z was an acceptance parameter having units of force/length. Acceptance values were
specified for interior and exterior exposures. These corresponded to implied crack widths of
0.022 in and 0.018 in., respectively.
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The traditional ‘z-factor’ or Gergely-Lutz (1968) approach of directly assessing cracking
behavior of concrete beams was dropped by ACI 318 (2005) in 1999 in favor of a simplified
version of the alternative approach proposed by Frosch (1999) which prescribed spacing limits
for longitudinal reinforcing steel thereby indirectly controlling crack width. The empiricallytuned z-factor approach was considered inadequate to address cases having very large concrete
cover (ACI 224 2001). Additionally, research showed no conclusive evidence linking
reinforcement corrosion with crack width (Beeby 1983). Despite the latter assertion, the
simplified version of the Frosch approach adopted by ACI implicitly assumes a maximum crack
width of 0.018 in. which was also the value assumed for exterior exposure conditions when
applying the ACI z-factor approach prior to 1999. Frosch (2001) calculates crack widths, wc, as
the product of reinforcing strain, εs = fs/Es, and crack spacing, Sc:

wc=εsSc

(5.22)

To determine the crack width at the beam surface, it is necessary to account for the strain
gradient. Assuming that plane sections remain plane, the strain gradient is illustrated in Figure
5.5. The crack width computed at the level of the reinforcing steel (Equation 5.22) can be
multiplied by an amplification factor (β) that accounts for the strain gradient. The factor, β, is
computed as follows:

𝛽=

𝜀2
𝜀1

=

ℎ−𝑐

(5.23)

𝑑−𝑐
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Based on the work of Broms (1965a, b), the crack spacing depends primarily on the
maximum concrete cover. Specifically, the minimum theoretical crack spacing will be equal to
the distance from the point at which the crack spacing is considered to the center of the
reinforcing bar located closest to that point, dc. In addition, the maximum spacing is equal to
twice this distance, 2dc (Frosch 2001). As illustrated in Figure 5.6 the critical distance for the
maximum crack spacing can occur at two locations and the crack spacing, Sc, can be calculated
as follows:

Sc = ψsd*

(5.24)

where:
d* = controlling cover distance (shown in Figure 5.6)
ψs = crack spacing factor taken as 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0 for minimum, average and maximum crack
spacing, respectively.

Based on the physical model, Frosch developed the following simple equation to predict
crack widths that could be used regardless of the actual concrete cover:

𝑤𝑐 = 2

𝑓𝑠

𝐸𝑠

𝑠 2

𝛽�𝑑𝑐2 + � �

(5.25)

2

Acknowledging that crack spacing and crack width are functions of the bar spacing,
Frosch proposed that crack control could also be achieved by limiting the longitudinal
reinforcement spacing based on acceptable crack width limits. This rationale led to a
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rearrangement of Equation 5.25 to solve for the maximum permissible bar spacing, s (Figure 5.6)
as:

𝑠 = 2��

𝑤𝑐 𝐸𝑠 2
2𝑓𝑠 𝛽

� − 𝑑𝑐2

(5.26)

Where cracked-elastic conditions are assumed

ACI Committee 318 made some modifications to this equation and adopted a new crack
control equation to evaluate the maximum longitudinal bar spacing, s, for the 1999 code as
follows:

𝑠=

540
𝑓𝑠

− 2.5𝑐𝑐 ≤

432

(5.27)

𝑓𝑠

Where
cc = clear concrete cover for reinforcement nearest the tension face (in.);
fs = stress in the steel which ACI 318 permits to be taken as 0.60fy.
This simplified equation of the cracking model is based on the following assumptions:
β = 1 + 0.08dc;
wc = 0.016 in. limiting crack width (in.);
dc = cc + 0.5 in., (i.e., #8 average bar size.)

Due to the recalibration of ACI load factors in 2002, the assumed service load stress, fs,
was increased from 0.60fy to 0.67fy, effectively changing the de facto assumed crack width: wc =
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0.016(0.67/0.60) = 0.018. The value of wc = 0.018 is the assumed crack width limit for exterior
exposure in the pre-1999 ACI 318 codes that used the Gergely-Lutz equation. The relaxed
interior crack width limit is neglected in post-1999 ACI 318 codes.
Equation 5.27 is simply an alternate (and simpler) representation of Equation 5.26. Crack
control through either Equation is said to be “indirect” because the maximum bar spacing is
indirectly constrained by a limiting crack width, wc. Notice that Equation 5.27 uses the subscript
“s” to refer to steel reinforcement. In those cases where there is only one bar nearest to the
extreme tension face, the maximum bar spacing is defined as the width of the extreme tension
face. In members with multiple layers of tension reinforcement, Equation 5.27 is defined based
on the assumption that only the bottom layer affects crack widths.

5.2.5.2 AASHTO LRFD
AASHTO Equation 5.7.3.4-1 (AASHTO 2007) takes the same form as the ACI equation
(Equation 5.27):

𝑠≤

700𝛾𝑑
𝛽𝑠 𝑓𝑠𝑠

− 2𝑑𝑐

(5.28)

Where:
fss = service level stress in the steel reinforcement (ksi);
𝛽 =1+

𝑑𝑐
;
0.7(ℎ − 𝑑𝑐 )

dc = distance from tension face to centroid of nearest reinforcing bar, in.;
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For Class 1 exposure (moderate exposure), the equation is calibrated, through γd = 1, for
a crack width of 0.017 in.; for Class 2 exposure (severe exposure), γd = 0.75. The de facto crack
width is γd(0.017).

5.2.5.3 Permissible crack widths
Crack widths are conventionally correlated with durability: associating a permissible crack width
with a particular exposure. The premise is that crack widths are related to the ability of water to
migrate to the reinforcing steel thereby driving corrosion. As described above, typical interior
exposure is permitted crack widths of 0.022 and exterior exposures are permitted 0.018. These
values are legacies of the work of Gergely and Lutz (1968). This approach has been perpetuated
elsewhere. For instance when GFRP bars are used to reinforce concrete elements, the Canadian
Highway Bridge Design Code (CSA 2006) permits increased allowable crack widths of 0.020 to
0.028 in. based on the corrosion resistance of GFRP. Significantly, Beeby (1983) showed no
conclusive evidence linking reinforcement corrosion with crack width while Poursaee et al.
(2010) show that a crack as small as 0.004 in. acts as a free surface with respect to water ingress.
ACI Committee 224 (2001) suggests that crack widths exceeding 0.0016 in. may be
unacceptable from the standpoint of aesthetics. Similarly, Halvorsen (1987) states that a case can
be made that crack widths ranging from 0.006 to 0.012 in. could be considered unacceptable for
aesthetic reasons as they are visible to the naked eye, hence, generating a sense of insecurity or
structural failure.
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5.2.6

Crack control in concrete members reinforced with high strength steel bars

Early studies showed that an increase in crack width is due to an increase in steel stress and, to a
lesser extent, to an increase in the curvature of the member. Thomas (1936) pointed out that an
increase in the curvature at a constant steel stress tends to distribute the cracking rather than
widen individual cracks. An increase in the steel stress affects the difference in the elongation
between the reinforcing steel and concrete and causes additional slip to occur. This slip is the
main cause of the increase in crack size. Slip occurs in the vicinity of a crack and extends to a
point where the differential strain is zero. At that point the bond stress and resistance to slip
reach maximum values and decrease toward the mid-section between cracks (Figure 5.4). The
overall values of bond force decrease with an increase in load. This decrease can be attributed to
a) the effects of the increase of transverse contraction of the reinforcing bar (i.e.: Poisson effect)
and b) the disintegration of the concrete at the concrete-steel interface (Odman 1962). Therefore,
the crack width increases while the crack spacing remains constant. If the load is increased
further, the slip between concrete and reinforcement continues to increase. Due to the
comparatively low values of concrete extensibility, the increase in crack width can be considered
essentially equal to the increase in the steel strain. Indeed, the use of crack widths to estimate
steel strain was found to be remarkably predictive in the fatigue tests reported in Chapter 4 (see
4.5.4). Three aspects of cracking behavior will be addressed as described in the following
sections.

5.2.6.1 Crack widths
In view of the improved corrosion resistance of high-strength reinforcement meeting ASTM
A1035 specifications, it is possible that the crack width criterion can be relaxed to allow larger
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spacing of high-strength reinforcing bars without adversely affecting the deflection limit state,
which is affected by spacing between cracks and crack widths.

5.2.6.2 Crack spacing
The use of high-strength reinforcement will reduce the total area of steel required for flexural
resistance. The smaller amount of steel will increase stresses at the service limit state (fs) and
shift the neutral axis upward in the section. As a result, the maximum permissible spacing of bars
is reduced for a given limiting crack width (Equation 5.28).
Destefano et al. (2003) compared the value of the maximum bar spacing for a range of
service load stresses for a number of models and code equations. Figure 5.7 shows the bar
spacing versus the allowable bar stress for a given concrete cover. Based on Figure 5.7, one can
conclude that increasing the allowable bar stress, results in a gradual decrease of maximum bar
spacing. Based on Frosch’s (2001) physical model, the crack spacing has a direct relation with
maximum bar spacing (Equation 5.26). Thus, increasing the stress and strain in reinforcement
bars in a flexural beam should result in the same crack pattern as produced using 60 ksi steel bars
although larger crack widths are expected at the service load stress level.
In addition, a simple parametric study can show that ASTM A1035 bars need to be
spaced more closely than ASTM A615 bars in order to meet crack width requirements for
AASHTO (2007). Considering Equation (5.26) for different bar sizes, and assuming dc = 1.5”
and fy = 60 ksi for A615 and 100 ksi for A1035 bars, the required bar spacings given in Table 5.3
are obtained. Clearly, A1035 bars need to spaced more closely than A615 bars although the
required spacings are not apparently practical.
Two options may be used to increase the spacing of ASTM A1035 bars: 1) accept wider
crack widths, and/or 2) reduce the cover. In order to achieve the same spacing as ASTM A615
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bars, the crack width for ASTM A1035 bars needs to be increased by the ratio of their yield
stresses: fyA1035/fyA615, essentially a factor of 2. For the cases shown in Table 5.3, the acceptable
crack widths for ASTM A1035 will have to be 0.035 in. and 0.027 in. for Class 1 and Class 2
exposure, respectively, to result in the same spacing for A1035 as for A615 with present limits. It
is unclear whether better corrosion resistance of ASTM A1035 bars justifies these larger crack
widths. It is also noted that one school of thought (Beeby 1983) discounts the effects of crack
width on corrosion behavior in any event, potentially justifying an increase in allowable crack
widths. However, aesthetics also affect acceptable crack widths (ACI 224 2001). In cases where
aesthetics are seen to govern crack width limits, no increase in crack width would be permitted.
The second option of reducing the cover (dc) does not have a significant impact on crack spacing
and is ill-advised for other performance-related reasons.
A study by Mast et al. (2008) indicates that the measured crack width in beams reinforced
with A1035 bars under service loading conditions is only slightly larger than the acceptable
crack widths for beams reinforced with conventional A615 steel. Considering that some highstrength steel also exhibits reduced corrosion rates under severe environmental conditions, the
slightly increased crack widths may be justified provided it is not objectionable from the
aesthetics point of view (Mast et al. 2008).

5.2.6.3 Effect of repeated load
In many cases, particularly with bridges, the effects of repeated loading may have a greater
practical importance than the absolute maximum load for judging the risk of corrosion of the
reinforcement. Repeated loading causes existing cracks to widen through progressive slip
between the reinforcement and concrete. At the same time, existing cracks also propagate further
towards the compression side of the member. Theoretical relationships between the increase in
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crack width and the number of loading cycles have not been developed for high strength
reinforced concrete members.

5.2.6.4 Analytical study of crack characterization
In the case of using conventional steel bars in flexural members, it has been shown that during
the second stage of cracking, for steel stresses usually greater than 14 ksi, the presence of
existing primary cracks affects the formation of secondary cracks under increasing moment.
Away from a primary crack, stresses are transferred by bond from the reinforcement to the
concrete. If enough force is transferred from the steel to the concrete, the strains that are
developed may exceed the strain capacity or the tensile strength of the concrete at a certain
section and another crack will form perpendicular to the reinforcement. Theoretically the section
at which secondary crack formation occurs is midway between existing cracks. This mechanism
continues until the tensile forces developed through bond transfer are insufficient to produce
additional cracks. To compare and demonstrate the crack behavior of members reinforced with
conventional steel bars and members reinforced with high-strength steel bars, a relatively
complex material modeling in a simple direct tension model can be used.

5.2.6.5 Direct tension model to investigate the crack development
In general, the absolute displacements of the steel us, and of the concrete uc between adjacent
cracks in a concrete member are different. Due to this relative displacement (often referred to as
‘slip), s = us - uc, bond stresses (technically, interfacial shear stresses) are generated between the
concrete and the reinforcing steel. The magnitude of these bond stresses depends on the surface
condition and deformation pattern (ribs) of the reinforcing steel, the concrete strength, fc,
concrete quality, and the degree of slip itself. Between adjacent cracks, a part of the tension force
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in the reinforcing steel acting at the crack is transferred into the concrete by bond. This transfer
takes place over a length of bar referred to as the ‘transmission length’, L. This is the mechanism
associated with the so-called ‘tension stiffening effect’.
The local decrease of the relative displacement along the transmission length, L, is
characterized by the strain difference (CEB-FIP 1990):

𝑑𝑠

𝑑𝑥

= 𝜀𝑠 − 𝜀𝑐

(5.29)

Based on the CEB-FIP Model code (1990), for monotonic loading the bond stress
between concrete and reinforcing bar can be calculated as a function of the relative displacement,
s, according to Equation 5.30:

𝑠(𝑥) 𝑛

𝜏(𝑥) = 𝜏𝑚𝑎𝑥 �

𝑠1

�

(5.30)

where
s1 = 0.024 in. for unconfined concrete and 0.039 in. for confined concrete,

τmax = the maximum bond stress capacity; for good bond conditions: 𝜏𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 2.0�𝑓𝑐′ .
Depending on the selection of the coefficient n (0≤n≤1) in Equation 5.30 all usual forms
of bond stress-slip relationships can be modeled. Setting n = 0 models bond characteristics with
a constant stress while n = 1 provides a linear relationship (CEB-FIP 1990). In addition, the
bond stress along the transmission length decreases the stress in the reinforcement and increases
the stress in the concrete proportionately. This relationship is shown schematically in Figure 5.8.
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As shown in the Figure 5.8, in a reinforced concrete member subjected to tension (or the
tension zone in a flexural member), the reinforcement at both loading ends (which may be
interpreted as crack locations) sustains the total external force with the stress fso. At an arbitrary
location between cracks, however, the tensile stress in the reinforcement is smaller than fso; this
difference is transferred to the concrete by bond along the transmission length, L1. From force
equilibrium, therefore, the following relationship is valid at an arbitrary location.

𝑇1 = 𝐴𝑠 𝑓𝑠𝑜 = 𝑇𝑠 + 𝑇𝑐 = 𝐴𝑠 𝑓𝑠 (𝑥) + 𝐴𝑐 𝑓𝑐 (𝑥)

(5.31)

If one assumes the stress and strain in both reinforcement and concrete to have a linear
relationship then Equation 5.31 can be rewritten as follows:

0 ≤ x ≤ L/2

𝑇1 = 𝐴𝑠 𝑓𝑠𝑜 = 𝐴𝑠 𝐸𝑠 𝜀𝑠 (𝑥) + 𝐴𝑐 𝐸𝑐 𝜀𝑐 (𝑥)

(5.32)

If the length L is adequate to develop the full bond stress, at a distance L1 the
reinforcement and concrete have the same strain (εs = εc = ε2); that is there is a region
experiencing no relative displacement (slip) between the concrete and steel (Figure 5.8a). In this
‘no slip’ region, the applied tension force is distributed in proportion to the stiffness of the
effective concrete and reinforcement and the bond stress is equal to zero (Equation 5.30). The
total applied load in the no slip region is:

L1 ≤ x ≤ L/2

𝑇1 = 𝑓𝑠𝑜 𝐴𝑠 = (𝐸𝑐 𝐴𝑐 + 𝐸𝑠 𝐴𝑠 )𝜀2 (𝑥)
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(5.33)

To obtain the value of L1 and ε2, an additional relationship is required. Considering
equilibrium on either side of a crack, as shown in Figure 5.10, requires:

𝑥

𝑇𝑠 = 𝑇1 − ∫0 𝜏(𝑥)𝑝𝑑𝑥

(5.34)

Where
Ts = the force in the bar,
τ(x) = the bond stress distribution along the length of the bar and
p = the bar circumference, assumed constant along the bar length.

Therefore, at L1:

𝐿

𝑇𝑠 (𝐿1 ) = 𝜀2 𝐸𝑠 𝐴𝑠 = 𝑓𝑠𝑜 𝐴𝑠 − ∫0 1 𝜏(𝑥)𝑝𝑑𝑥

(5.35)

The relative bond stress relationship along the length of the bar is also required. The
derived mechanics-based relationships show that bond stress is a function of relative bar slip, slip
is a function of bar force, and bar force is a function of bond stress. As a result, even relatively
simple bond stress-slip models require an iterative solution that needs to be evaluated using
approximate methods. To simplify this process, a simple triangular form for the bond stress
distribution along the length L1 is assumed (Figure 5.8, dashed lines). This form requires two
assumptions: firstly, a value for the maximum bond stress; in this study, the CEB-FIP value for
good bond conditions, 𝜏𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 2.0�𝑓𝑐′ , is adopted. Secondly, the distance over which τmax is
developed is required; in this study, CEB-FIP recommendation of 5 bar diameters (5db) is
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adopted as shown in Figure 5.8. The formation of bond stress along the length of a bar changes
while the tension force increases. Figure 5.9 illustrates the development of bond stress along the
length of the bar. Based on these simplifications, values of L1 and ε2 can be found by solving
Equations 5.33 and 5.35.
In order to determine the crack development in a member, the total force transmitted
from the reinforcement to the concrete is calculated:

𝐿1

𝑇𝑐 = ∫0 𝑝𝜏(𝑥) 𝑑𝑥

(5.36)

Where
Tc = fcAc = Ecε2Ac
p = the circumference of the reinforcement.

If L1 provides adequate length to produce the cumulative tension stress transferred to the
concrete section, fc, and this stress is greater than ultimate tension capacity of concrete fcr, then
cracks will form. At the same stress level, additional cracks will continue to develop until the
length between two cracks is not adequate to transfer sufficient tension to the concrete to develop
a new crack.
While the tension load (T1) increases beyond that which caused the first series of cracks,
the relative strain in the reinforcement at the loaded ends and cracks will increase. According to
Figure 5.11, the arbitrary location where strain in the reinforcement is equal to the strain in the
concrete (Point B) occurs at a distance L2> L1. In this case, the bond stress along the length of the
reinforcement corresponding to the tension force will be in a new form in which α decreases (in
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Figure 5.11, α2 < α1). The cumulative bond stress increases while α decreases. This transfers
more force to concrete section and may or may not cause additional cracks between the first
cracks. The process continues until the transferred tension stress is too small in the concrete
section to exceed fcr (please refer to the detail calculation of this investigation in Appendix).

Parametric study
To investigate the effect of using higher-strength reinforcing steel on the cracking behavior, the
approach described above is adopted in a parametric study shown schematically in Figure 5.12.
The study considers a single tension bar (#4, #6, #8 and #10 bars were considered) in a concrete
prism subject to tension. The length of the prism, L = 200 in., is taken to be sufficiently long that
multiple cracks will develop over its length.
The size of the reinforcing bar (db) and the reinforcement ratio (ρ) are both factors which
affect crack development and are varied in this study. Figure 5.12 represents a simple concrete
member reinforced with only one bar. The reinforcement ratio is varied by changing the area of
concrete that may be effectively engaged by the bar. CEB-FIP Code (1978) reported that the
maximum region of concrete affected by a bar in tension is approximately a square area centered
on the bar having a dimension 15db. Thus the minimum tension reinforcing ratio is ρmin = 0.0035.
This value is reflected in both the AASHTO (2007) and ACI (2008) codes.

Crack Spacing
The results from this study are shown in Table 5.4. In every case, a 200 in. long square concrete
prism (Figure 5.12) is assumed having an area Ac = As/ρ. External tension load is applied to the
reinforcing bar up to the bar’s ultimate capacity. For each bar size considered (#4, #6, #8, and
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#10), the stress-strain relationship used for the bar is the appropriate experimentally determined
Ramberg-Osgood (R-O) relationship (Equation 2.1) having parameters provided in Table 2.3.
Since no #10 bars were tested, the R-O curves for #8 bars were also applied to the #10 bars.
Although the R-O relationships for high strength steel are used, these are valid for conventional
bars through yield since the modulus (Es) in the R-O relationships is constant to values of stress
beyond 60 ksi. Thus the reported data for stress levels below fs = 60 ksi are valid for both
conventional (A615) and high strength (A1035) reinforcing bars. To consider conventional 60
ksi steel in this exercise, simply truncate all data where fs exceeds 60 ksi.
In Table 5.4, the values of bar stress, fs, at which the initial cracks develop, are shown. As
described above, depending on the value of L1 subsequent cracking may also develop between
these cracks (second and third series). Based on the geometry of the specimen and bar size, there
is a specific tension load at which the last series of cracks in the specimen forms. Further
increase of the tension load would not result in additional cracks forming but would increase the
existing crack widths. Bar stresses causing the last series of cracks to form are shown in Figure
5.13. As shown in this figure, the results for different bar sizes are the same and only depend on
the reinforcement ratio. In Table 5.4, the resulting crack spacing for each series is also given.
Based on the approach taken, all cracks will develop at the same stress and have the same
spacing reflecting the average values for the concrete and steel considered. Clearly, this
observation does not reflect the material variation encountered in the ‘real world’ but the
assessment of average values is deemed to be appropriate. Relationships between average and
maximum values are discussed briefly below.
Based on this approach, it is shown that crack development and spacing are affected by
bar size and the effective concrete area surrounding the reinforcement. As the reinforcing ratio
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falls, the behavior becomes dominated by a small number of large cracks (Table 5.4). Whereas at
typical reinforcing ratios (0.01 and 0.015), cracking occurs in a progressive manner and is better
distributed. This should result in some variation in crack width along the member. As the
reinforcing ratio becomes larger, cracking remains distributed but crack widths may be expected
to be more uniform since cracking stresses vary very little. In all cases, for reinforcing ratio ρ =
0.01 and higher, all cracks form at bar stresses below 70 ksi. Consequently, in a concrete section
having a reinforcing ratio ρ = 0.01 or higher, regardless of steel grade, the crack width and crack
spacing are the same. Using higher strength bars allow higher stresses to develop in the steel but
additional cracks are only likely to form at lower reinforcing ratios.

Crack Width
Average crack widths resulting from this analysis, wavg, can be determined using the slip-strain
relationship shown in Equation 5.29.

𝑆/2

𝑤𝑎𝑣𝑔 = 2 ∫0 (𝜀𝑠 − 𝜀𝑐 )𝑑𝑥

(5.37)

Where,
S = Minimum Crack spacing (From Table 5.4)

The value obtained by this method represents the average crack width along the entire
200 in. specimen length. Figure 5.14 illustrates the average crack widths calculated for the range
of reinforcing ratios and bar sizes considered. Figure 5.14 clearly shows the stress at which the
cracks are expected to form and the progression of crack opening as the bar stress increases.
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Based on Figure 5.14d for ρ ≤ 0.02, it can be concluded that through reinforcing bar
stresses of 72 ksi, average crack widths (it is only possible to consider average crack widths in an
analytical context) remain below 0.017 in. for all but the largest bars considered (#10). The
results were relatively insensitive to changes in reinforcing ratio.

5.2.6.6 Observed crack widths
Extensive crack width data were collected from the flexural test specimens F1 to F6 from
University of Cincinnati (see Table 5.1). To assess the effects of using higher strength steel, the
crack widths corresponding to various stresses in the reinforcing steel were determined and are
plotted in Figure 5.15. Figure 5.15a provides the average crack width measured from all cracks
in the constant moment region. Figure 5.15b provides the maximum crack width measured in this
region. The ratio of maximum to average measured crack widths for all specimens at all stress
levels is 1.8, consistent with available guidance for this ratio which tends to range between 1.5
and 2.0. In all cases, the ratio of maximum to average crack width falls with increasing bar
stress. At approximately 36 ksi, this ratio is 1.7, falling to 1.6 at 60 ksi and 1.5 at 72 ksi.
The data shown in Figure 5.15 clearly show that at rational service load levels (fs < 72
ksi), average crack widths are all below the present AASHTO de facto limit of 0.017 in.. Indeed,
with the exception of beam F2, maximum crack widths also fall below this threshold through bar
stresses of 72 ksi. Crack width is largely unaffected by the reinforcing ratio within the range
considered. It is noted that all 12 in. wide beams had four bars (#5 or #6) in the lowermost layer;
thus, crack control reinforcing would be considered excellent for these beams.
Considering the measured crack widths in this experimental study, it appears that the
existing equations are inherently conservative. This conservativeness allows present
113

specifications to be extended to the anticipated higher service level stresses associated with the
use of high strength reinforcing steel.
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Table 5.1 Details of flexural beam specimens F1-F6 (Shahrooz et al. 2010).

A1035
longitudinal
steel

lower
layer
second
layer

ρ = As/bd
fy (0.2% offset) (ksi)
A
R-O
B
parameters
C
fc’ (ksi)

F1

F2

F3

F4

F5

F6

4 #5

4 #6

4 #5

4 #5

4 #6

4 #5

2 #5

2 #6

n.a.

4 #5

4 #6

2 #5

0.012
130.2
0.0145
186
2.5
12.9

0.016
121.8
0.0203
198
2.4
12.9

0.007
130.2
0.0145
186
2.5
12.9

0.016
129.2
0.0145
186
2.5
16.5

0.023
134.4
0.0130
184
2.5
16.3

0.012
129.2
0.0145
186
2.5
16.9

Specimen cross sections

Specimen elevation
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Table 5.2 Comparison of experimental and calculated deflections at service load levels.

Mmax

Deflection
Branson
calculated calc/exp
(in.)
0.372
0.639
0.600
0.524
0.723
0.517

Bischoff
calculated calc/exp
(in.)
0.365
0.627
0.590
0.515
0.713
0.509

Beam and bar stress

ρ = As/bd

F1 @ 36 ksi
F1 @ 60 ksi
F1 @ 72 ksi

0.012
0.012
0.012

(kipin)
899.1
1319.8
1554.4

(in.)
0.582
1.145
1.400

F2 @ 36 ksi
F2 @ 60 ksi
F2 @ 72 ksi

0.016
0.016
0.016

1041.7
1730.2
2087.2

0.527
1.145
1.450

0.318
0.567
0.695

0.604
0.496
0.479

0.312
0.561
0.689

0.592
0.490
0.476

F3 @ 36 ksi
F3 @ 60 ksi
F3 @ 72 ksi

0.007
0.007
0.007

648.5
903.5
1102.4

0.527
0.855
1.182

0.270
0.479
0.633

0.513
0.560
0.536

0.288
0.483
0.629

0.547
0.565
0.533

F4 @ 36 ksi
F4 @ 60 ksi
F4 @ 72 ksi

0.016
0.016
0.016

896.5
1406.5
1651.3

0.625
1.146
1.354

0.286
0.501
0.601

0.458
0.437
0.444

0.280
0.492
0.592

0.448
0.429
0.437

F5 @ 36 ksi
F5 @ 60 ksi
F5 @ 72 ksi

0.023
0.023
0.023

1315.4
2098.2
2519.0

0.688
1.271
1.583

0.330
0.551
0.669

0.480
0.434
0.423

0.326
0.547
0.666

0.474
0.431
0.421

F6 @ 36 ksi
F6 @ 60 ksi
F6 @ 72 ksi

0.012
0.012
0.012

569.2
1012.9
1242.4

0.458
0.938
1.229

0.156
0.429
0.561

0.341
0.458
0.456

0.166
0.424
0.552

0.363
0.453
0.449

Experimental
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Table 5.3 Required AASHTO bar spacing, s (in)
Target wc
(in.)

Exposure
Class

Bar
Type

fy
(ksi)

Bar Size

fs
(ksi)

#3
#4
0.017
Class 1
A615
60
36
10.8 10.7
0.01275
Class 2
A615
60
36
7.6
7.5
0.017
Class 1
A1035
100
60
5.5
5.3
0.01275
Class 2
A1035
100
60
2.9
2.7
* Spacing smaller than permitted based on other requirements

#5
10.6
7.3
5.2
2.4

#6
10.5
7.2
5.0
2.1*

#7
10.4
7.1
4.8
1.7*

#8
10.3
6.9
4.7
1.2*

#9
10.1
6.8
4.5
----

Table 5.4 Direct tension analysis results.
Initial Crack series
Second Crack series
Third Crack series
ρ
fs
S
fs
S
fs
S
0.02
30
6.25
33
3.125
no additional cracks
0.015
38
6.25
42
3.125
no additional cracks
0.01
56
12.5
68
6.25
no additional cracks
#4
0.0075
73
12.5
89
6.25
no additional cracks
0.005
107
25
134
12.5
no additional cracks
0.0035
150
25
no additional cracks
0.02
30
6.25
no additional cracks
0.015
38
12.5
45
6.25
no additional cracks
0.01
56
12.5
64
6.25
no additional cracks
#6
0.0075
73
25
90
12.5
no additional cracks
0.005
106
25
132
12.5
no additional cracks
0.0035
149
50
no additional cracks
0.02
30
12.5
33
6.25
no additional cracks
0.015
38
12.5
42
6.25
no additional cracks
0.01
55
25
67
12.5
no additional cracks
#8
0.0075
72
25
89
12.5
no additional cracks
0.005
106
50
133
25
no additional cracks
0.0035
149
50
no additional cracks
0.02
30
12.5
33
6.25
no additional cracks
0.015
38
12.5
42
6.25
no additional cracks
0.01
55
25
67
12.5
no additional cracks
#10
0.0075
72
25
82
25
85
12.5
0.005
106
50
134
25
no additional cracks
0.0035
149
100
no additional cracks
Note: fs is the stress level at the crack appearance and S is the crack spacing
Bar size
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#10
10.0
6.6
4.3
----

#11
9.9
6.5
4.0
----

a) Flexural member response based on effective moment of inertia Ie

b) Flexural member response incorporating tension stiffening
Figure 5.1 Tension stiffening (Bischoff 2007)
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1.1
1

- - - - - Branson

0.9

______ Bischoff

Effective moment og inertia; Ie / Ig

0.8
0.7

ρ = 0.02

0.6
0.5
ρ = 0.01

0.4
0.3

ρ = 0.005

0.2
ρ = 0.002

0.1
0
0.00

1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

6.00

Ma/Mcr

Figure 5.2 Branson’s and Bischoff’s equations as a function of Ma/Mcr

Figure 5.3 Steel stress versus crack width (Thomas 1936)
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7.00

a) an axial tension member

b) stress distribution in a cracked beam

Figure 5.4 Stress distribution and configuration in a concrete member between two cracks (Reis et al 1965).

Figure 5.5 Strain profile
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Neutral axis

dc

𝑑 ∗ = �𝑑𝑐2 + 𝑑𝑠2

𝑠 2
𝑑 ∗ = �𝑑𝑐2 + � �
2

s/2

ds

s

Figure 5.6 Dimensions used in crack control equations.

Figure 5.7 Allowable Stress vs. Bar Spacing; assumes 2 in. concrete cover and #8 bar (Destefano et al. 2003).
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a)

Bond stress and resulting steel and concrete strain distribution before cracking.

b) No additional cracks have been developed after the first series of cracks at the tension load (T1).
Figure 5.8 Crack development in direct tension test.
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Figure 5.9 The adopted model of bond stress distribution.

Figure 5.10 Free body diagram of reinforcing steel in segment to one side of crack.
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L/4

Figure 5.11 Bond stress and resulting steel and concrete strain distribution between adjacent cracks in a reinforced
concrete member.
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Figure 5.12 Direct tension test in the parametric study.

160

140

120

Cracking stresses, Ksi

100

#4
80

72 ksi

#6

60 ksi

#8

60

#10
36 ksi

40

20

0
0

0.005

0.01

0.015

0.02

0.025

Reinforcement ratio, ρ

Figure 5.13 Corresponding bar stresses causing the last crack formation. (Based on Table 5.4)
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Predicted crack widths from parametric study. ρ= 0.0075

a)
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140
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Longitudinal reinforcing bar stress ,fs ( ksi)
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#6

100

#8
#10

80

fs = 72 ksi
60

fs = 60 ksi

40

fs = 36 ksi
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ρ = 0.01
0
0.000
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0.010

0.015

0.020
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0.040

Average Crack Width, w, (in.)

b)

Predicted crack widths from parametric study. ρ= 0.01
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140
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100
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0.015
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0.025
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Average Crack Width, w, (in.)

c)

Predicted crack widths from parametric study. ρ= 0.015
0.017

140

120

Longitudinal reinforcing bar stress ,fs ( ksi)

#4

#8

#6
100

#10

80

fs = 72 ksi
fs = 60 ksi
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40

fs = 36 ksi
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ρ = 0.02
0
0.000

0.005

0.010

0.015

0.020

0.025
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0.035
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Average Crack Width, w, (in.)

d)

Predicted crack widths from parametric study. ρ= 0.02

Figure 5.14 The extension of crack opening vs. reinforcing bar stresses.
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0.014
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0.006
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(a) average crack widths
0.035
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(b) maximum crack widths

Figure 5.15 Measured crack widths with longitudinal reinforcing bar stress for flexural beams.
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6.0 CONCLUSIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH

6.1

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This research is based on a portion of National Cooperative Highway Research Program
(NCHRP) Project 12-77 Structural Concrete Design with High-Strength Steel Reinforcement.
With the integration of innovative materials into the nation’s infrastructure, the validity of using
such materials must be considered. This study considers the use of high-strength steel reinforcing
bars as an alternative to conventional ASTM A615 Grade 60 reinforcing bars in concrete
structures.
Recent revisions to §9.2 of the AASHTO Construction Specifications and to AASHTO MP
18 Standard Specification for Uncoated, Corrosion-Resistant, Deformed and Plain Alloy, BilletSteel Bars for Concrete Reinforcement and Dowels permit the specification of ASTM A1035
reinforcing steel. A1035 reinforcing bars are low carbon, chromium steel bars characterized by a
high tensile strength (100 or 120 ksi determined using the 0.2% offset method) and a stress-strain
relationship having no yield plateau. Because of their high chromium content, A1035 bars are
reported to have superior corrosion resistance when compared to conventional reinforcing steel
grades. For this reason, designers have specified A1035 as a direct, one-to-one, replacement for
conventional reinforcing steel as an alternative to stainless steel or epoxy-coated bars. The
Specifications, however, limit the yield strength of reinforcing steel to 75 ksi for most
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applications. Therefore, although A1035 steel is being specified for its corrosion resistance, its
higher yield strength cannot be utilized.
A number of grades of steel reinforcement with yield strengths exceeding 80 ksi are
commercially available in the United States. If allowed, using steel with this higher capacity
could provide various benefits to the concrete construction industry by reducing member cross
sections and reinforcement quantities, leading to savings in material, shipping, and placement
costs. Reducing reinforcement quantities would also prevent congestion problems leading to
better quality of construction. Finally, coupling high-strength steel reinforcement with highperformance concrete should result in a much more efficient use of both materials.
This report provides an evaluation of existing AASHTO LRFD Design Specifications
relevant to the use of high-strength reinforcing steel with respect to issues associated with bond
and development of hooked anchorages, fatigue, and serviceability considerations.

6.1.1

Anchorage of high-strength steel reinforcing bars having standard hooks in concrete

The applicability of current Specification requirements for hooked bar development lengths was
confirmed through a series of eighteen pull-out tests. ‘Proof test’ hooked-bar pull-out specimens,
having development lengths that were shorter than those required by present Specifications
equations (with all appropriate reduction factors applied) were tested. The bars ruptured outside
of the anchorage region with very little slip, which clearly indicates the efficacy of the hooked
bar development requirements in Specifications. The study clearly demonstrates that the present
AASHTO and ACI requirements for hooked anchorage tension development may be extended to
develop bar stresses of at least 125 ksi for concrete strengths up to 10 ksi.
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In using higher strength steel, greater bar strain and slip will occur prior to development
of the bar. The associated displacement of the bar lugs drives a longitudinal splitting failure
beyond that where yield of conventional bars would occur; thus, confining reinforcement is
critical in developing higher strength bars. The results of this study and previous work clearly
indicate that confining reinforcement should always be used when developing, splicing or
anchoring ASTM A1035 reinforcing steel.

6.1.2

Fatigue behavior of concrete beams having high-strength reinforcement

The two large-scale tests conducted as part of this study and a review of available published data
demonstrate that presently accepted values for the fatigue or ‘endurance’ limit for reinforcing
steel are applicable and likely conservative, when applied to higher strength bars.
The fatigue behavior of ferrous metals is largely unaffected by the yield strength of the
material itself; thus, the current Specifications baseline endurance limit of 24 ksi is unchanged.
The impact of applying the current Specifications equation to higher-strength reinforcing steel is
that fmin may be increased by taking advantage of the higher strength steel. As a result, the fatigue
limit is irrationally reduced. It is therefore proposed to normalize fmin by the yield stress, fy. Thus,
the following equation is recommended.

ff ≤ 24 – 20(fmin/fy)

(ksi units)

Additionally, it is shown that fatigue considerations will rarely affect the design of typical
reinforced concrete members having fy ≤ 100 ksi.
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6.1.3

Serviceability consideration of concrete members reinforced with high strength steel

bars

A fundamental issue in using A1035 or any other high-strength reinforcing steel is that the stress
at service load (fs; assumed to be on the order of 0.6fy) is expected to be greater than when
conventional 60 Grade steel is used. Consequently, the service-load reinforcing strains (i.e., εs =
fs/E) are greater than those for conventional Grade 60 steel. The large strains affect deflection
and crack widths at service loads.
Based on the results of flexural tests conducted as part of a related study (Table 5.1),
deflections and crack widths at service load levels were evaluated. Both metrics of serviceability
were found to be within presently accepted limits, and were predictable using current
Specifications provisions. A limitation on service-level stresses of fs ≤ 60 ksi is recommended;
this is consistent with recommendation that fy ≤ 100 ksi.

6.1.3.1 Parametric study of deflection
A parametric evaluation of Branson’s empirical method (currently used in the Specifications) and
Bischoff’s mechanics-based approach to estimating cracked section deflections was conducted.
Both methods are based on calculations of an effective moment of inertia, Ie of a cracked
concrete section. A significant difference between Branson’s and Bischoff’s equation is noted for
because with Ma/Mcr < 3 and ρ < 0.01. In these cases, Branson’s equation overestimates the
value of Ie. Another ‘quirk’ of Branson’s equation is that Ie/Ig does not trend to zero as ρ
approaches to zero as it logically must for an unreinforced concrete beam. Bischoff’s equation
does yield Ie/Ig = 0 at ρ = 0.
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Based on the flexural test results considered, the Branson and Bischoff formulations
produce very similar results for the specimens considered. The correlation between the
formulations is not as good for the cases with lower reinforcing ratio of 0.007. This trend is
consistent with the observation that Branson’s equation underestimates short-term deflection for
concrete members when the reinforcing ratio is less than approximately 0.01. While both
equations are suitable for calculating deflections, the Bischoff approach is based on fundamental
mechanics and may therefore be applied for any type of elastic reinforcing material. The Branson
formulation is empirical and calibrated for mild steel.

6.1.3.2 Crack control
Based on a parametric study on crack widths, it is shown that crack development and spacing are
affected by bar size and the effective concrete area surrounding the reinforcement. As the
reinforcing ratio falls, the behavior becomes dominated by a small number of large cracks.
Whereas for typical reinforcing ratios (0.01 and 0.015), cracking occurs in a more progressive
manner and is better distributed, and hence some variation in crack width alon g the member
should be expected. As the reinforcing ratio becomes larger, cracking remains distributed but
crack widths may be expected to be more uniform since cracking stresses vary very little. In all
cases considered, for reinforcing ratios ρ = 0.01 and higher, cracks form at bar stresses below 70
ksi. Consequently, in a concrete section with reinforcing ratio ρ = 0.01 or higher, regardless of
reinforcing grade, the crack width and crack spacing will be similar.
Based on this study, it can be concluded that through reinforcing bar stresses of 72 ksi,
average crack widths remain below 0.017 in. for cases having ρ < 0.02 and for all but the largest
bars considered (#10). The results were relatively insensitive to changes in reinforcing ratio.
These results were confirmed by comparison to available experimental data.
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The ratio of maximum to average crack width was observed to be slightly less than that
commonly associated with Grade 60 steel. Additionally, this ratio decreased at higher stress
levels.

6.2

FUTURE RESEARCH

The following topics associated with the adoption of high-strength reinforcing steel and steel
grades having no discernable yield plateau are recommended for future studies.

6.2.1

Bond characteristics

This research has been based on the embedment of hooked beam or girder longitudinal
reinforcing bars into a column joint region where often insufficient length is available to develop
a straight bar. Additionally, this study evaluated smaller bar size tests intended to represent the
anchorage of stirrups in girder sections or the anchorage of primary reinforcing in cantilever
slabs.
This series of tests was effectively a proof study of present AASHTO development
requirements. In the conduct of this study and related work (Zeno 2009), some differences in the
bond characteristics of A1035 reinforcing steel were hypothesized from experimental
observations. Further detailed study of straight bar development length of A1035 bars is
required. Such study should include a range of bar sizes over a range of development lengths and
confinement conditions in order to develop splitting, pullout and bar yield failures. Additionally,
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the physical characteristics of the bar deformations should be assessed to determine if this factor
contributes to the apparent different bond characteristics of A1035 bars.

6.2.2

Fatigue characteristics

Limited available data indicate that the fatigue limit of higher-strength, and particularly microcomposite alloy steel, may be markedly improved over that of conventional black steel. A study
to establish reliable S-N relationships for different grades of reinforcing steel is recommended.
Such a study must consider full-section bars (not coupons), include a range of bar sizes and be
modeled on programs used to establish existing code-prescribed S-N relationships (such as
Helgason et al. 1969 or Tilly and Moss 1982).

6.2.3

Serviceability consideration

Some studies have examined serviceability of concrete beams reinforced with high strength steel
bars. Unfortunately, the reported data on crack opening and crack width are very limited.
Therefore, for future experimental researches, better monitoring and reporting of crack data are
highly recommended.
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APPENDIX

AN ANALYTICAL APPROACH TO CALCULATE THE CRACK FORMATION IN A
REINFORCED CONCRETE PRISM

According to the assumptions made for the geometry of bond stress distribution (figure 5.9), the
unknown parameters can be determined. The step by step calculation of crack formation is as
follows:
Step 1: Applying tension load T0 on the end side of the bar (please refer to Figures 5.9 and 5.12);
Equation below is valid for any section between one ends to L0;
𝑇0 = 𝐴𝑠 𝑓𝑠𝑜 = 𝐴𝑠 𝐸𝑠 𝜀𝑠 (𝑥) + 𝐶𝑢𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠 (𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑏𝑎𝑟 × 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 𝑜𝑓 𝑂𝐶0 𝐴0 )

for 0 ≤ x ≤ L0;

εs and εc at L0 at distance L0 are equal (ε2) and can be determined by solving equations 5.33 and
5.35.
Step 2: Check the value fc;
Tc = fcAc = Cumulative bond stress (maximum bond stress is less than 2.0�𝑓𝑐′ )

If L0 is smaller than the half of the specimen’s length but fc < f’c then no crack forms. In the next

step the tension load increases.
Step 3: Increasing tension load T1 > T0 (please refer to Figure 5.9);
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𝑇1 = 𝐴𝑠 𝑓𝑠1 = 𝐴𝑠 𝐸𝑠 𝜀𝑠 (𝑥) + 𝐶𝑢𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠 (𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑏𝑎𝑟 × 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 𝑜𝑓 𝑂𝐶𝐴1 )

for 0 ≤ x ≤ L1;

Again, εs and εc at point A1 are equal (ε2) and can be determined by solving equations 5.33 and
5.35.
Step 4: Check the value fc;
Tc = fcAc = Cumulative bond stress (maximum bond stress is equal to2.0�𝑓𝑐′ )

If L1 is smaller than the half of specimen’s length and the transferred tension stress exceeds the
ultimate tension stress in the concrete (fc > f’c) then crack will form in the middle of the
specimen. If crack forms then the length of specimen would be considered as L/2, otherwise the
length of specimen remains the same (If a crack took place in the first step then the length would
be the distance between two adjacent cracks which is half the original length). In the next step
the tension load increases.
Step 5: Increasing tension load T2 > T1 (According to figure 5.9, α decreases from α1 to α2)
𝑇2 = 𝐴𝑠 𝑓𝑠2 = 𝐴𝑠 𝐸𝑠 𝜀𝑠 (𝑥) + 𝐶𝑢𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠 (𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑏𝑎𝑟 × 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 𝑜𝑓 𝑂𝐶𝐴2 𝐴3 )

for 0 ≤ x ≤ L2;

Again, εs and εc at arbitrary point B2 are equal (ε2) and can be determined by solving equations
5.33 and 5.35.
Step 6: Check the value fc;
Tc = fcAc = Cumulative bond stress (maximum bond stress is equal to2.0�𝑓𝑐′ )

Since point B2 is located at a distance greater than L/4, therefore the cumulative bond stress
should be calculated from the left side (point O) to one fourth of specimen’s length (L/4). If the
transferred tension stress in the concrete section exceeds the ultimate tension capacity of
concrete (fc > f’c) then another crack will form at one fourth of the length L from one end. If
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crack forms then the length of specimen would be considered as L/4, otherwise the length of
specimen remains the same. In the next step the tension load increases.
Step 7: Increasing tension load T3 > T2 (α decreases from α2 to α3)
𝑇2 = 𝐴𝑠 𝑓𝑠2 = 𝐴𝑠 𝐸𝑠 𝜀𝑠 (𝑥) + 𝐶𝑢𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠 (𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑏𝑎𝑟 × 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 𝑜𝑓 𝑂𝐶𝐴3 𝐴4 )

for 0 ≤ x ≤ L3;

Again, εs and εc at arbitrary point B3 are equal and can be determined by solving equations 5.33
and 5.35.
Step 8: Check the value fc;
Tc = fcAc = Cumulative bond stress (maximum bond stress is equal to2.0�𝑓𝑐′ )

Same as previews step, since the location of B3, where εs and εc are equal, is out of range
therefore the cumulative bond stress should be considered from the left side to L/8. If the
transferred stress in the concrete section at distance L/8 exceeds the ultimate tension stress in the
concrete, fc > f’c, then again another crack will form at the distance L/8 from left end of the bar.
If crack forms then the length of specimen would be considered as L/8, otherwise the length of
specimen remains the same.
The process continues until the length of the segment becomes too small. Consequently
the cumulative tension stress transferred to the concrete section is not adequate enough to exceed
the ultimate tension stress capacity of the concrete section. Therefore at this point, no matter how
much the tension force increases, no additional crack forms in the specimen.
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